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(ABSTRACT)

The statistical problems of intercropping experiments (which in-

volve the growing of two or more crops together) are investigated in

this study.

Measures of combined yield are discussed; the Land Equivalent

Ratio (LER) is shown to be the 'best' index for intercropping. Prob-

lems that arise in the standardization of LER are investigated, and

use of a single pair of divisors is recommended.

The use of systematic designs are advocated for yield-density

studies, to reduce the number of guard rows. A 3-way systematic design

is proposed and methods of analysis are suggested. A regression model

is employed_for the combined yield data (LER), from which estimates of

the optimum densities can be calculated.

The study also deals with varietal trials in intercropping.

Methods for reducing the large number of possible varietal combinations

to be tested in the field and ways of reducing the block size are given.

The field layout is discussed, and illustrated by examples.

Stability measures that can be used in intercropping are derived

and it is shown how they can be used in evaluating stable varietal



combinations. It is also shown how information about the contribution .

to stability of each crop can be obtained.

The best proportions of the component crops in the intercropping

mixture is also investigated. Design and analysis for an experiment

on proportions in conjunction with varying densities is given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

l.l Background

Intercropping, which involves the growing of two or more crops

simultaneously on the same area of land, is widely prevalent in the

developing tropics. It is now generally recognized that intercropping

can often produce higher yields than sole crops. By mixing crops the

farmer can have a longer cropping season, greater protection of the

soil from sun, rain and weeds, and more constant use of labor. He can

also enjoy increased stability of income.

For 'solecr0ps'procedures for design and analysis are well es-

tablished. However, very little work on statistical aspects has yet

been done where intercropping is concerned. With more than one crop,

the plant population and spatial arrangement become more complex. A

single plant of one crop is seldom directly comparable to a single plant

of another crop. Thus assessing the degree of yield advantage of inter-

cropping becomes problematic. Experimental design becomes more complex,

for in addition to the intercrops, 'sole crops' are needed to provide

a comparison for the intercropping yields. Land areas required for the

experiments are larger, especially in the case of spacing experiments,

where a large proportion of the experimental area must be used as guard

areas. To use the experimental area more efficiently, many experimen-

ters and some statisticians advocate the use of systematic designs.

In terms of analysis, there is no standard method for analyzing

intercropping data. It is generally accepted that more than one anal-

ysis should be applied to intercropping data (Mead and Stern, 1979).

l
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Many types of intercropping experiments are possible, each with a dif-

ferent goal and each demanding a different type of analysis. Three

different intercropping situations can be distinguished (Willey, 1979).

They are brieflyz

(i) Intercropping must give a full yield of a main crop and some

yield of a second crop. This situation arises where the primary require-

ment is for a full yield of some staple food crop. A yield advantage

occurs if there is any yield of a second crop. The objective is there-

fore to maximize the yield of the second crop without reducing yield of

the main crop.

(ii) The combined yield must exceed the highest 'sole crop' yield.

This criterion is useful only when unit yield of each 'component crop'

is equally acceptable, as in grassland mixtures.

(iii) The combined intercrop yield must exceed the combined 'sole

crop' yields. This is the most common situation and the one that pre-

sents problems of aggregation of the two component yields. This situ-

ation will be the main focus of this study.

Another problem in intercropping is the measurement of the degree

of stability. Much of the advantage of intercropping, in particular,

the possible stability of yield, can be attributed to the use of dif-
’

ferent niches, either of time or environment of the two crops (Mead

and Riley, 1981).

n

1.2 Terminology l

1) Component crop: 'component crop' is used to refer to either
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of the individual crops making up the intercropping mixture. „

2) Sole crop: "Sole crop' refers to a component crop being grown ·

alone at optimum density.

3) Intercrop yield: It is the yield of a component crop when grown

in intercropping and expressed over the total intercropped area (i.e.

area occupied by both crops.

4) Variety: A subdivision of a species.

5) Replacement series: This is a series of treatments which con-

tains the pure stands of each species and some mixture treatments formed

by replacing given proportions of one species with equivalent proportions

of the other.

1.3 Indices of Combined Yield

Various indices of combined yield have been proposed; of these,

the land equivalent ratio (LER) appears to be the most popular, since

it can be applied to any intercropping situation. The most common in-

dices are given below:

(i) Relative crcwding coefficient (K): This index assumes that

mixture treatments form a replacement series. For each species, a co-

efficient (k) can be calculated, which indicates whether that species

has produced more or less yield than expected. For species A in mixture

with B, it can be written as:

k =
(mixture ield of A)(% B sown) e (1.1)

ab (pure stand yield of A · A's mixture y1eldS(Z A sown)
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and K = kab · kba. If K > l, this indicates a yield advantage for the

combination of the species.

(ii) Aggressivity (A): This index was proposed by McGilchrist

(1965). It also assumes that mixtures form a replacement series and it

gives a simple measure of how much the relative yield increase in species

A is greater than that for species B.

A S mixture yield of_A__ mixture yield of B (1.2)
ab expected yield of A expected yield of A

An aggressivity value of zero indicates that the component species are

equally competitive. For any other situation, both species will have

the same numerical value, but the sign of the dominant species will be

positive and that of the dominated negative.

(iii) Land eguivalent ratio (LER): The LER is defined as the

relative land required as sole crops to produce the same yields as in

intercropping (Mead and Willey, 1980).

_ LER = LA + LB = Ya/Sa + Yb/sb (1.3)

where LA and LB are LERs for the component crops, Ya and Yb are the

component crop yields and expressed over the total intercropped area,

and Sa and Sb are the yields as sole crops of A and B respectively.

The calculation of the LER can be viewed essentially as a stan-

dardization of the two component crop yields. LER does not assume

that mixture treatments form a replacement series and is therefore

widely applicable.
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1.4 Use of Systematic Designs

The chief advantage of using randomized designs is that they pro-

vide an unbiased estimate of the variance of treatment effects, as well

as giving unbiased estimates of the treatment means. The device of

randomization enables one to treat plot errors as if they were random,

even though they may show correlation patterns in the field. In spacing

experiments, however, randomization may have disadvantages. If spacing ·

is being maintained in a square pattern one may either keep a constaut
4

number of plants per plot, in which case the plots are all of different

sizes and awkward to fit together in a block, or keep all plots the same

size, in which case the close spacings may have an unnecessarily large

number of plants. In addition, efforts to keep block size small will

lead to a large proportion of the plants being used as guards. On the

other hand using systematic designs where the density is allowed to

change gradually over the block will require guards only on the outside

of the block. Since each row is surrounded by others at nearly the

same density, the usual requirement for guard or discard area around

each plot is avoided.

The main advantage of using systematic designs in intercropping

experiments that concerns spacing, is that they greatly increase the

proportion of the total area that is harvested. This advantage is more

notable when a very wide range of crop densities is being investigated.
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1.5 Yield Stability

One of the chief reasons for the predominance of intercropping

in developing countries is that it can give greater stability of yields.

The basis for this is that if one crop fails or grows poorly, the other

component crop can compensate. Thus a major part of intercropping re-

search concerns the selection of suitable varieties of each crop to be

grown in a mixture. The appropriate varieties for intercropping need

not be the same as those used in sole cropping. Preliminary trials will

be necessary for the initial screening of a few varieties that can be

used in conventional types of designs later.

The optimal proportions of the two crops A and B, to be used in

intercropping is another aspect of stability studies. However, experi-

mental work in this area is practically nil.

1.6 Scope of Present Study

In a very recent paper, Federer (1984) gives a review of the sta-

tistical problems of design, analysis and inference associated with

experiments on intercropping. According to Federer, some specific

questions that need answering are:

(i) What are the properties of various statistical methods for

combining responses? What are their distributional properties? „

(ii) How to study spatial arrangements and density relationships?

The number of possible arrangements and relationships being quite large,

how is the best way to reduce this number and obtain desired informa-

tion?
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(iii) How·does one measure stability once one has defined it? ·

' What is the statistical distribution of the stability measure?

(iv) How does changing proportions of crops affect the response

and competition models?

Although this study does not pretend to answer all these questions,

l
attempts are made to answer certain questions. Problems involved in l

combining yields of the two crops, stability analysis, combined-yield

density trials and varietal trials are discussed in the following chap-

ters.

In Chapter 2, the common indices of combined yield are critically

reviewed. It is argued that the LER is the most useful index of com-

bined yield. Various methods of standardization of LER and the distri-

butional properties associated with each method are discussed. A small

simulation study is used to find out whether 'blockwise' standardization

is better than single standardization. The final recommendation is for

single standardization. ·
V

In intercropping, yield-density trials involve a large number of

·
density combinations. Conventional blocked designs cannot be used

. because of the large area of land involved, part of which is wasted as

guard or discard areas. In Chapter 3, a 3-way systematic design is

proposed, in which intra—row spacing for each crop and the inter-row

spacing can be varied independently.

Chapter 3 also gives a review of the yield-density functions used

in intercropping. A combined yield-density model is developed which

can be used to find estimates of the optimal density for each crop in
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the intercropping mixture. Using this, a few density combinations can

be chosen, on which a detailed study can be made in conventional block

designs. Using the systematic design is to be thought of as a prelimi-

nary trial to reduce the number of density combinations to be used in

future experiments.

In Chapter 4, a varietal trial with mixtures of two crops is con-

sidered. The model is written in terms of general and specific mixing

effects. The estimates of the general and specific mixing effects are

used in predicting which varieties will be useful for further study.

For variety trials done in conjunction with different densities for

each crop, a design is given which takes into account the practical as-

pects of field layout. In order to reduce block size, part of the

specific mixing effects is confounded with blocks. .

If the number of varieties for each crop is large, then the number

of varietal combinations will be even larger. One way to reduce the

size of the experiment is to consider only some of the varietal combina-

tions, for the field experiment. Chapter 4 discusses an explicit pro-

cedure for selecting the combinations, using an incomplete block design.

To estimate the general mixing effects (g
·

m - e), the specific mixing

effects (s · m · e) are assumed to be random or negligible. Even after

selecting only certain combinations for the experiment, we may still

find that the block size is large. In the final Section therefore,

a design is given where the varietal combinations are arranged in an

incomplete block fraework within the main plot (density), in a strip-

plot design. The analysis of variance for the design is also given.



The concept of stability, and measures of stability used in mono-

crops are reviewed in Chapter 5. It is then shown how the method can be

extended to measure stability in intercrops. A method for assessing the

contribution of the individual varieties of each crop is developed.

Chapter 6, deals with the question "what are the best proportions

of the two crops in an intercropping mixture"? It is shown how the best

proportion problem in intercropping can be put into the framework of the

general mixture problem. Design and analysis of an experiment with

different proportions at different density combinations are given.



II. COMBINING INTERCROPPING YIELDS

In the absence of a standard method of analyzing data from inter-

cropping experiments, it has been suggested by Mead and Stern (1979), l

to have first separate analyses for the sole-plot yields of each crop,

for the yields from both the sole and mixed plots of each crop, and

possibly for only the mixed—plot yields of each crop, However, an

analysis of combined yields of the crops has to be performed finally.

Although combining crops on the basis of calorific value or income is

helpful, there are certain objections to their usage. For instance

monetary value is subject to market conditions, which are by no means

constant. Using calorific value on the other hand may appeal to the

dietician but does not enter into the decision making process of the

farmer. Various indices of combined yield which do not take into ac-

count the price or the dietary value in their calculations have been

proposed; they are critically reviewed in the following sections.

2.1 Indices of Combined Yield

Most of the early indices of combined yield were used initially

for investigations into competition between varieties of a particular

species, rather than between intercropped species. Some of the in-

dices as mentioned before are restricted to interpreting replacement

series experiments. Willey (1979) described the possible patterns

of results from a replacement series experiment as shown in Figure 2.1.

Mutual inhibition (Fig. 2.1, a) occurs when the actual yield of each

lO
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. ‘_ 6--·—" ‘‘
.
_,--‘°‘ 5 mixture yield ofB

4
’

4
expected yield 3

of A expected yield of B

mixture yield 2 2

of A
n

l
0 0

100+-- sown Z of A———- 0

0 ————— sown Z of B —-————>l00

(a) Mutual inhibition

combined mixture yield Expected combinedYleld6

5 .Yield of B
4 4

Yield of A 3 3
2 2

1 1

0 O

(b) Mutual co-operation

6

5 .
Yield of B

4 4

Y1e1d of A 3 3
2 2

1 1

0 6 0
l0O<——-—-——— sown Zof A-—l--0

0-——·———-sownZofB————->l00

(c) Compensation

Figure 2.1. Types of Competition Between Species. (- -
— expected

yields, ·———— actual yield)
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species is less than expected. Mutual co—operation (Fig. 2.1, b) _

exists when both species yield more than expected and compensation -

(Fig. 2.1, c) occurs when one species yield more than expected and

the other less. It is clear that mutual inhibition cannot give a —

yield advantage by mixing, whereas the opposite is true of mutual _ _ __ _

co-operation. However where compensation occurs, the possible advan-
l

tage of mixing is not clear.

A disadvantage of this widely used diagrammatic approach is
l

that with compensation, the apparent overall advantage may be illusory.

The expected yields are calculated assuming that the area is divided

into two equal pure stand areas, whereas the actual yields of the

50:50 mixture could have been achieved by dividing the area into two

pure stand areas in the proportion N and 1 - V. Willey (1979) argues

that the simple comparison of Figure (2.1, c) is biased towards inter-

cropping if the dominant species gives the higher yield, and towards

sole cropping otherwise.

Willey and Osiru (1972) avoided this bias by calculating the

proportions of land required by sole cropping which would give the

same final yield proportions as in intercropping. More recently a

simpler procedure analogous to the first part of the calculation used

by Willey and Osiru has become common practice in intercropping

studies. This is the calculation of the land equivalent ratio (LER).

The land equivalent ratio is defined as the relative land required

as sole crops to produce the same yield as in intercropping.
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(21)A B S S °a b

when LA and LB are the LERs for the component crops A and B. Ya and

Yb are the respective yields of the component crops A and B, expressed

over total intercropped area, and Sa and Sb are the respective yields

of A and B as sole crops.

Various other indices of combined yield have been suggested, all

of which can be related to the LER components LA and LB (Mead and

Riley, 1981). The relative crowding coefficient (K) suggested by

de Witt (1960) can be expressed as
6

K(l-LA)(l-LB)

The coefficient of Aggresivity (A) proposed by McGilchrist (1965) and

discussed in the Introduction, can also be expressed in terms of LA

and LB.

L L_ A BA - N ij; (2.3)

where N = sown proportion of species A.

2.2 LER as a Measure of Combined Yield

The coefficient of aggresivity and the relative crowding co-

efficient, although useful for indicating which species is more come

petitive, can only be applied to replacement series experiments. The
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LER however is more versatile as it can be applied to any inter-

cropping situations and not just replacement series experiments.

Even in replacement series experiments the LER is more advantageous to

use for the following reasons:

(i) LER values show which combinations do or do not give a full

yield advantage; the aggresivity values are not able to do this.

(ii) LER values indicate the actual magnitude of any yield advan-

tage, while the crowding coefficient does not. For instance, a LER

value of 1.2 means that, to produe the combined mixture yield by grow-

ing pure stands would require 20% more land, i.e. the mixture gave a

20% yield increase. A similar value for the crowding coefficient would

simply mean that there is a yield advantage, but does not indicate

how much of an advantage was achieved.

The LER puts different crops, whatever their type or level of

yield on_a relative and directly comparable basis. Combining crops on

monetary values also achieves this. However as mentioned earlier

monetary values are unreliable as they are subject to market conditions,

which may fluctuate dramatically. Willey (1979) compared the coeffi-

cients K, A, and LER using experimental data. He came to the conclu-

sion that LER was the most useful index, with the additional merit

that it can be used in any intercropping situation.

2.3 Problems in Standardization

Two problems arise in the use of LER to compare different mix-

tures. The first problem is that the magnitude of the LER values
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depend on both the intercrop and sole crop yields. The dependence

on the success or failure of the sole crop makes the LER unreliable

for comparing intercropping mixtures (Mead and Riley, 1981). However

if SA and SB are regarded as standardizing factors (i.e. constants

for a given experiment and obtained from prior experience) the compar-

isons between different mixtures only involve the mixture yields.

Mead and Willey (1980) suggested it is best to define SA and SB as the

maximum or average of the sole crop yields over the whole experiment.

The second problem with LER has to do with its distributional

properties. Even if yields are assumed to be normally distributed,

the distribution of the ratio of normal variables is not. The distri-

bution of LER which is the sum of two such ratios would be even more

complicated. The different methods of standardization used in calcu-

lating LER also affect its distributional properties. These ideas

are explored further, later on. '

The aims of the investigation should determine the method of

standardization. The following examples show different situations

that are possible and the appropriate standardization for each situ-

ation.

(i) In an intercropping experiment involving different plant

densities, Huxley and Maingu (1978) are of the opinion that all inter-

crop yields should be compared with the sole crops grown at the sole _

crop optimum densities. The optimum density for intercropped component

crops may however, be different from the optimum density for sole

crops. In such a situation one could use either the average or
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maximum sole crop yields over the entire experiment as standardization

. factors.

(ii) Consider an intercropping experiment involving fertilizer

levels as the traatmcuts. If we assume that fertilizer is constantly

available to the farmer, then intercropping yields should be compared

' with the sole crops at the optimum fertilizer levels. In such as case

the average or maximum sole crop yield at the optimum fertilizer level

can be used as standardization factors for all mixture plot yields.

However, in most developing countries fertilizer is not constantly

available to the farmer and he would like to know the relative advan-

tages of intercropping over sole-cropping at different fertilizer
”

levels. In this situation standardization of intercrop yields at a

particular fertilizer level should be done using sole crop values at

the same fertilizer level.
A

(iii) An experiment with different varietal combinations of the

two crops, present another situation where different divisors have

to be used. If the goal is to determine the highest yielding inter-

crop combination, the intercrop yield should be compared with the

highest yielding variety of each crop (Mead and Riley, 1981). How-

ever to determine the relative biological efficiency of a combination,

the comparison should be with the sole crop varieties making up that

particular combination. In the former case the yields of the highest

yielding variety of each crop can be used as standardization factors,

while in the latter case standardization of a particular combination

should be done using the yields of the sole crops that make up that
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combination.

In blocked experiments a further consideration is whether the

standardization factors should be the same for the entire experiment

or different for each block, Fisher (1977), is of the opinion that

standardization within each block separately leads to reduced standard

V errors and skewness of the distribution of LERs. However Pantelides

(1979) using data from two experiments involving different varietal

combinations, calculated LER values with blockwise standardization V
and without blockwise standardization and came up with inconclusive

results regarding Fisher's claim of reduced standard errors and skew—

ness. Oyejola and Mead (1981) also working with experimental data, ‘

came to the conclusion that the more divisors required by standardiza-

_ tion, the greater the doubts about the validity of the normality assump-

tion and poorer the precision of treatment comparisons.

2.4 Distributional Properties of LER

The LER has been used in most intercropping situations as the

measure of combined yields. Mean comparisons have also been made,

using normal theory tests and the foremost question raised by many

authors has been whether it is valid to do so. It would certainly

be very desirable if LER values were approximately normal. Many tests

based on the normal theory are not very sensitive to mild departures

from normality. On the other hand if the exact distribution of LER

(which is the sum of two ratios of normal random variables) was known

parametric tests of hypotheses can be formulated.
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It is known that the ratio of standard normal random variables

is distributed according to the Cauchy distribution. However, it has

been shown by Marsaglia (1965) that the distribution of the ratio of

two non-negative normal random variables can take many different forms,

ranging from unimodal symmetric curves to bimodal, positive skewed

curves with extreme kurtosis.

Marsaglia considered the distribution of

a+x
W (2.4)

where a, b, are non-negative constants and x, y are independent stan-

dard normal variables. He showed that the distribution of the ratio

of two normal random variables, xl/yl can be obtained from the distri-

bution of w in (2.4) by translations and changes of scale.

The distribution of w,

( Fm = 1%*% < c] (2.5)

can be expressed as

Fm = sg + Ä (2.6)
TT

_ /1+1:2 /1+1:2

h qx/h
where V(h, q) =/f}/ ¢(x)¢(y)dy*dx and ¢(.) is the standard normal

0 0
Ä

density. By differentiating (2.6) and simplifying Marsaglia derived

the density function to be,
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—%(a2+b2) q

/0 (2-7)

b+atwhere q = ————- .
/1+1:2

When a > 2.257 the density is bimodal. As the values of a and

b get'1arger the density exhibits more and more positive skewness.

The density given by (2.7) is very complicated and therefore the dis-

tribution of LER which is the sum of two ratios of the type given by

(2.4) becomes intractable. Based on the fact that the density in (2.7)

gives rise to many forms including curves with severe skewness and

kurtosis, it is to be expected that the density of LER shows the same

type of variation in form, to say the least.

One way to avoid this complicated situation with regard to the

distribution of LER is to consider the divisors in the LER equation

as standardizing constants (such as the average value over the entire

experiment). This may not be entirely unreasonable since very often

information about the yield of sole crops is readily available in the

form of 'historical' data. In such a case:

If Ya·~ N(ua, oa)

Y u ¤2
TM 5 ··N($ · fz

a a a

Similarly if

2
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Then

zE,„ N(‘i Sg,)Sb Sb sb

Hence

Y Y u u 62 2
LER-

a b a b a b a b

If on the other hand standardization is done separately for each

block (in a blocked experiment) based on the average or maximum value

for the block, we get:

zYai ua Ua
~ N ? · Er

ai ai ai

and

2.._
Sbi Sbi ab1

where i = l, 2, 3, ... , r and r = number of blocks. For block i,

Yai Ybi
the LER values, denoted by LERi =·§—- +-——- are normally distributed. _

ai Sbi

U u oa o2
b a b 2LER. ~ NKL + —> -4- + TZ- +L c6v(Y ,Y 0]2 aa1 ab1 a Sai am Sa1Sb1 ai bl

But in this case the LER values in different blocks will have a dif-

ferent variance. The effect of different variances on the analysis
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will be discussed in the next section. _

2.5 Assumptions in the Analysis of Variance

If the distribution of the data is known, exact tests of hypoth-

eses can be formulated. However, the exact distribution is rarely 4

known and in the majority of experiments the assumption that the data

follows a normal distribution is made. At least in the field of biol-

ogy, disturbances from normality are usually not sufficiemtly great to

invalidate the technique of analysis of variance for yield data. For

instance, crop yields are typically assumed to be normally distributed

when using·the analysis of variance technique.

The assuptions made in the analysis of variance are that treat-

ment and ‘environmental' effects are additive, and that the experimen-

tal errors are identically, independently, normally distributed. For

distributions that are decidedly skewed or heavy tailed, using the

ANOVA assumptions in the analysis may lead to erroneous conclusions. V

In section (2.4) it was shown that the distribution of LER can

_be markedly skewed or possess excessive kurtosis or both. Thus,

analyzing LER values, as if they were normally distributed can lead

to erroneous conclusions. If the divisors used in the LER equations

are constant for the whole experiment, it was shown that the LER

values are normally distributed if yields can be assumed to be nor-

mally distributed. In such a case the LER values in addition will

have a common variance and the ANOVA procedure can be applied. How-

ever, when using separate standardizations for each block, it was
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shown that LER values have different variances in different blocks,

thus violating the assumptions of identical distributions and common

variance. Therefore the analysis of variance procedure for LER values

obtained by blockwise standardization may be invalid.

The recomendations_regarding the method of standardization are

discussed at the end of this chapter.

2.6 Simulation Study with Different Methods of Standardization

To test Fisher's (1977) claim that blockwise standardization

results in reduced positive skewness in the distribution of LER, a

small simulation study was performed.

Yields of the two crops A and B denoted by ya and yb were gen-

erated from the normal distribution such that: .

. 2Ya~N(ua . Ga)

and

2Yb~N<ub . cb).

The normal variates were generated using the Polar method

(Rubinstein, 1981), The LER values were then calculated using single

standardization as well as blockwise standardization. The algorithm

for the generation of LER values is as follows:

(i) Generate 300 values of 21 ~ N(O, 1); YA = ua + Gazl .

(ii) Generate 300 values of z2·- N(O, 1); Yß = ub + cbzz .
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(iii) Calculate average values of Ya and Yb for the entire experi-

ment and for each block separately, to be used as standardization values

SA and SB.

.(iv) Calculate LERA and LERB using constant values SA and SB;

LER = LERA + LERB

(v) Calculate LERA and LERB for each block separately.
i i

LERI = LERA + LERB ; i = 1,2,...,r; r = number of blocks.
. i i

Five values each of ua, ub, Ga and Gb were used and for each set

of values (five hundred sets in all were used), the above algorithm

was run. Ten replicate runs were made for each set of values of ua,

ub, oa and ob using a different random seed each time, thereby giving

a total of five thousand runs. The LER values calculated by using

single and blockwise standardizations for each run, were then tested

for normality, using the skewness and kurtosis measures. The results

of the tests of normality on the LER values are shown in Table 2.1.

The results indicate that when using a single divisor for each

crop, the LER values were, as expected, not significantly different

from the normal distribution as judged by the skewness and kurtosis

values. However using separate divisors for each block resulted in

LER values, which were significantly different from the normal distri-

bution in many of the runs. As the number of pairs of divisors were

increased from two to three, the percentage of runs deviating from

the normal distribution also increased. It was also noticed that as

the number of pairs of divisors increased, the distribution tended to
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Table 2.l. Z of Runs Deviating from the Normal Distribution for Differ-
ent Types of Standardization.

number of pairs of divisors used Z runs deviating from the
in the LER equation normal distribution

single pair 0

2 pairs (2 blocks) 20

3 pairs (3 blocks) 38
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become more and more positively skewed, thus contradicting Fisher's

_ (1977) claim that skewness would decrease, with blockwise standardiza—
‘

tion.

It is therefore clear that using blockwise standardization leads

not only to LER values that are distributed with different variances

for the different blocks, but also to distributions that are positively

skew. Blockwise standardization, therefore has to be avoided, unless

there is some other strong reason for doing it. If the analysis of

variance procedure is to be used on the LER values (which will now form

the data), use of a single pair of divisors is therefore recommended.

Since the LER values obtained using a single standardization, can be
”

assumed to be normal, if crop yields are, procedures of analysis that

can be used with crop yields can be therefore used also with the LER

values. Tests of LER means at different levels of a factor can be

carried out as usual. Unless otherwise mentioned, the combined measure

of yield (from intercropping experiments), used in the succeeding chap-

ters is the LER.



III. YIELD—DENSITY STUDIES IN INTERCROPPING

In order to model combined yield-density functions for inter-

cropping, it is useful to first consider the various yield-density

functions that have been used in monocropping (sole cropping).

3.1 Yield Density Functions in Monocropping

A variety of mathematical functions have been proposed to describe

the relationship between yield of a crop and density of planting, mea—
l

sured as number of plants per unit area sown. Good reviews of the

various models used are found in Willey and Heath (1969) and Mead

(1979). There are essentially two types of relationships observed in

practice, the 'asymptotic' and 'parabolic' yield-density relations.

If x is the plant density (i.e. number of plants/unit area) and w is

the yield per plant, then y = xw is the total yield per unit area. It

is to be noted that w itself can be a function of x. y is said to

obey the asymptotic yield-density relation if it tends to approach
l

an asymptote as plant density increases. On the other hand if y rises

to a maximu and declines at higher densities it is said to obey the

parabolic yield-density relation. The parabolic relation is common

where reproductive yield is concerned (Holliday, 1960). The models

comonly used in yield-density relationships employ w as the response

variable rather than y. This practice can be attributed to competition

experiments where the interest is in response functions for weight

per plant, and has been simply extended also to reproductive yields.

Two of the most commonly used models are:

26
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w 6 (3.1)

w = (u + Bx +
Yx2)·l

+ 6 (3.2)

Model (3.1) was proposed by Bleasdale and Nelder (1960), and model (3.2)

by Holliday (1960). When 9 = 1 in model (3.1) or Y = 0 in model (3.2),

both models reduce to,

w = (or + Bx)-1 + 6 (3.3)

Model (3.3) is commonly referred to as the asymptotic model or the

reciprocal model. All three models considered above are non-linear

models. To obtain least squares estimates one would have to go through

an iterative procedure starting from some assumed values of the param-

eters. Using several sets of data in fitting the various models,

Ratkowsky (1983) claimed that the Holliday model (3.2), was more suit-

able for general use in yie1d—density studies, based on the fact that

the Holliday model behaved in a manner closely resembling the behavior

of a linear model.

· Modified versions of models (3.2) and (3.3) have been used by

Nilley and Rao (1981), Huxley and Maingu (1978) and Wahua and Miller

(1978) to model component crop yields, ignoring the fact that they

were in a mixture. The models used by these authors were:

é = a + Bx + 6 (3.4)
and

é=q+Bx+yx2+6 (3.5)
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These models are similar to the ones discussed earlier, except

that they are both linear models. Model (3.4) fits asymptotic rela-

tionships and (3.5) fits quadratic or parabolic relationships. The

assumption made in these two models is that the variance of the re-

ciprocal of w is constant throughout the range of the data. However,

this may not be a reasonable assumption. The error variance structure

for combined yield models will be discussed later on, in this chapter.

3.2 Hypothetical Response Curves for Component Crops

As mentioned previously quadratic or parabolic response is shown

by crops whose yield is the reproductive yield. In intercropping one

of the component crops grown is invariably a cereal such as sorghum

while the other crop is usually a legume such as soybean. Thus in an

intercropping mixture it is usual to find both crops exhibiting para-

bolic response. Figure 3.l depicts a situation where both crops have

distinctive parabolic yield-density response under sole cropping, but

with different optimal densities.

Leaving aside the competition between the two crops, the opti-

mum total plant density of the inter-crops will depend on the summation

of the half values of the two sole crop curves for a lzl mixture.

However, competition between the crops may reduce the yield of crop A

even further as density is increased, since crop A is exhibiting more
-

severe yield reduction as density is increased, than crop B.

A relatively few systematic spacing experiments conducted at the

beginning of any series of intercropping investigations into particular
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Figure 3.1. Yield—density Relations for Two Crops A and B, Both
Showing Parabolic Response.
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crop combinations, could offer good insights as to the most likely

optimum combinations among the otherwise wide range of choices of

densities for the two crops. Larger substantiating experiments of a

conventional type can then be carried out based on a few density com-

binations. _

3.3 Use of Systematic Designs in Intercropping

Investigating yield-density relationships in intercropping requires

a wide range of plant densities to be used in the experiment, since

optimum plant densities under intercropping may be different from the

sole crop optimum, due to component crop competition. If conventional

block designs are used a large proportion of the land will have to be

devoted to guard or discard rows. Guard rows are needed as there may

be some carryover of density effects from plots to neighboring plots

(Kempthorne, 1979). Conventional block designs may have adjacent

plots with widely different density combinations, thus necessitating

the use of guard rows. On the other hand using systematic designs

where density is allowed to change gradually over the block will require

guard rows only on the outside of the block. As each row is surrounded

by other plants at nearly the same density, the usual requirement for

guard or discard areas around each plot is avoided.

A systematic spacing design consists of a grid of points, each

representing the position of a plant and has the property that area

per plant and/or the rectangularity (ratio of inter- and intra—row

distances) change is some consistent fashion over the different parts
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of the grid. Since each density change is small any plant has neigh-

bors in positions close to those that would occur in a strictly rec-

tangular array, Two types of systematic designs comonly used in

intercropping experiments are:

(i) Fan designs, due to Nelder (1962).

(ii) Row modification of the fan design called the 'parallel row'

design due to Bleasdale (1967).

The grid for Nelder's fan design is formed by the radii and arcs

of concentric circles. The fan design has been used in intercropping

experiments designed to investigate yield—density responses by Wahua

and Miller (1978) and Huxley and Maingu (1978). Figure 3.2 shows the

systematic fan design used by Wahua and Miller in an experiment to

determine the effect of different plant densities of sorghu and soy-

bean on total grain yield of sorghum.
l

In the row modification of the fan design, the rows are laid out

parallel to each other. This arrangement, called the parallel row

design, has considerable potential in intercropping. A limitation of

fan designs is that the harvest area (usually l or 2 arcs) tends to

_

be small and this could be a particular problem in intercropping ex-

periments where the yield of each component crop is estimated from part

of this harvest area. This limitation can be overcome by using para-

llel row designs in which row length can be adjusted to give any re-

quired harvest area. This arrangement is more easily laid out than

fan designs and will usually give more efficient use of the experimen-

tal area, because the experimental units fit together more conveniently;
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Figure 3.2. Crop Arrangement in a Single Fan. (S = soybean spoke,
G = sorghum spoke, BG = border sorghum.)
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parallel rows are also more related to normal cropping practice. Mead

and Stern (1980) give an example of a 2-way parallel row design that

allows the densities of the two component crops to be varied indepen-

dently. This is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.ä Optimum Densities for Intercropping

In intercropping there are two ways to change the density of the

crops. One is by changing the intra-row spacing and the other is by

varying the inter—row spacing. Since research into intercropping is

in its infancy hardly any research for optimal inter—row spacing has

been done. Practically all experiments in intercropping achieve density

changes by varying the intra-row spacing at a constant inter-row spac-

ing. Due to practical reasons, inter-row spacing cannot be made too

small. However, there is a need to experiment with different levels

I
of inter—row spacing so as to come up with an optimum. In this section

we will consider an experiment with different intra-row spacing for

each of the two component crops together with varying levels of inter-

_ row spacing.

In such an experiment we then have three factors to contend with,

namely the intra-row spacings for crops A and B and the inter—row

spacing. Due to the large number of possible treatment combinations,

a 3-way systematic design will be appropriate, to save the large area

of land that would otherwise be wasted as guard rows. Sole crops at

the optimum pure stand density could be grown alongside the actual

experiment for standardization purposes. It is not necessary to have
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pure stands of the component crops at different densities, since

to ascertain whether or not one is better off with a mixture or sole

crop, the comparison of the mixture has to be performed with the pure

stand yield at optimum density. Standardization will then involve using

only a single pair of divisors in the LER equation.

Figure 3.4 shows a 3-way systematic design that is being proposed

for an experiment with different intra-row spacings for each component

crop together with varying inter-row spacing. The experimental area

is divided into segments Sl, S2, S3, ... . Within each segment the

intra-row spacing for crop B (DBl, DB2, ...) is the same, while it

increases vertically between segments in a systematic manner. The

inter-row spacing (D11, DIZ, ...) increases systematically in the hor-

izontal direction. The first two inter-row spacings are of the same

length, the next two are slightly larger and so on. The intra-row

spacing for crop A (DAI, DA2, ...) varies within each segment. The

average intra-row spacing for crop A within a given harvest area can

be considered as the level of intra-row spacing DAi (i = l, 2, 3, ...)

for crop A, whereas the inter—row spacing and intra-row spacing for

crop B is constant for a given harvest area. In Sl the intra-row

spacing for crop A decreases from top to bottom. In S2 it increases

from top to bottom, while in S3 it again decreases from top to bottom

and so on, such that each succeeding segment is a mirror image of the

preceding segment, where intra-row spacing of crop A is concerned.

The harvest areas can be denoted by Hijk
(i = level of intra-row spac-

ing for crop A, j = level of intra-row spacing for crop B, and k =

level of inter-row spacing). For purposes of analysis four typical
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harvest areas Hlll, Hlzl, Hllz and Hzlz are marked in Figure 3.4 The

size of the harvest area is adjustable and will depend on the type of

crops that are grown in the mixture.

In passing, it is to be noted that if there are a large number

of segments in the experiment, we need to have some type of blocking. .

For instance, if there are ten levels of intra-row spacing for crop B,

then we need ten segments in the experiment. This will involve a large

area of land. Therefore we may consider blocking it so that block l

will contain the spacing levels DBl, DB2, DB3, and DB4 while block 2

will contain DB4, DBS, DB6, and DB and block 3 will contain DB , DB ,
7 7 8DB9, and DBl0. This arrangement will also ensure that we have a con-

nected design. However, this aspect will not be considered further

here.
l

Suppose we have Da levels of intra—row spacing for crop A, nb

levels of intra-row spacing for crop B and nl levels of inter—row

spacing. The total number of treatment combinations is then N = nanbnl.

Although an analysis of variance is, strictly speaking not appropriate

for a systematic design, we can nevertheless perform one to use it as a

diagnostic tool for determining the importance of the factors and in-

teractions among them and to make mean comparisons of the LER between

different treatment combinations. This would give us an idea, as to

which treatment combinations are most likely worthy of further investi-

gation. The outline of the analysis of variance for the experiment is

given in Table 3.l, assuming that the systematic pattern has been

replicated r times (i.e. number of replicates for each treatment com-

bination will be equal to r). However, it may not always be possible
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Table 3.1. ANOVA Table for the 3-Way Systematic Spacing Experiment.

Source d.f. SS

Replicates r-l SS(rep)

Intra—row, Crop A na-l SS(A)

Intra—row, Crop B nb—l SS(B)

Inter—row nl-l SS(I)

A X B (na—l)(ub-1) SS(AB)

A X I (na—l)(nI—l) SS(AI)

B X I (nb—l)(nI—l) SS(BI)

A X B X I (na—l) (nb—l) (nl-l) SS(ABI)

Error (r-l)(nanbnI—l) SS(error)

Total n n n r-l SSTa b I
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to have replications of the systematic pattern for want of land. In

such a case the triple interaction A X B X I can be used as the error

term, on the assumption that it is negligible (see later).

Harvest areas in the same column but in different Segménts, e.g.

Hlll and Hlzl in Figure 3.4 have the same inter-row spacing and the

same intra-row spacing for crop A. Therefore a comparison between the

mean LER of these two harvest areas is a comparison between two intra-

row spacing levels of crop B. However, if the two harvest areas are in

the same segment and in the sae column, e.g. Hllz and Hzlz), they dif-

fer only in the intra-row distances of crop A. A comparison between

Hllz and Hzlz is therefore a comparison of two intra-row spacing levels

of crop A. To compare two inter-row distances, comparisons are based

on harvest areas in the same segment but in different columns, e.g.

Hlll and Hllz. The main reason for laying out a systematic design

with several levels of intra- and inter-row spacing is, however, to

fit a combined yield-density relationship and use the estimated equa-
A

tion, to determine the optimum levels of spacing.

In postulating a model for the combined yield-density relation-

ship, it is necessary to consider the effect of the three variables,

i.e. intra-row spacings for crops A and B, the inter-row spacing and

the interaction effects on the yields of A and B. As intra-row spac-

ing for each component crop is reduced (i.e. density increased) the

yield per unit area of the component crop will first increase and then

decline as intra-row spacing becomes even smaller. A similar behavior

can be expected as inter-row spacing is progressively reduced. If we

consider the component yield of, say, crop A, then a possible model
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for component_crop yield, in the absence of interaction effects is:

a ‘ a a 2 a a 2ya = 30 + 311:A + 321:A + 331:1 + 341:I + Ea (3.6)

where ya is the yield per unit area of crop A, DA and DI are the intra-

row distances of crop A and the inter—row distances, respectively.

The response variable used here is the yield per unit area rather than

the yield per plant. One reason for doing this is that when inter—row

distance is increased beyond a certain value, w, the yield per plant

will not be affected, whereas y, the yield per unit area will decrease.

Another reason is that our final aim is to model the yields of A and B

together and in combining yields one uses the yield per unit area and

not yield per plant. According to the parabolic relationship outlined

in Section 3.1, the coefficients Bi and B; are positive, while the

coefficients B; and B2 are negative

— In model (3.6) we have assumed that the interaction between inter-

and intra-row spacings is absent. However, in practice a combined reduc-

tion of inter- and intra-row spacings may lead to further reduction

(or increase) in yield, i.e. yield reduction (increase) may not be

additive. Hence we need to include a DADI term in the model. The

coefficient for this term may be positive or negative. We may also

need a DADB term in the model, reflecting the interaction between

crops A and B. But the effect of this interaction may be very slight

when compared to the interaction DADI, as it is the inter-row distance

that will affect the yield of A, rather than the intra—row spacing of

crop B. Similarly the intra-row spacing of crop A may not affect the
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yield of B. Therefore the 3 factor interaction A X B X I can be assumed

to be negligible and is not included in the model. Using the interaction

terms, the component yields of A and B can·then be jointly modelled as

follows:

a a 2 a a 2 a aCrop A. ya BO + BlDA + B;DA + 83DI + B4DI + Bl3DADI + ßl2DADB + Ea

(3.7)

_
B b b b 2 b b 2 b b .Crop B. yb B0 + BIDB + BZDB + BBDI + BADI + BIBDBDI + Bl2DABB + ab

(3.8)

To study the behavior of the intercropping system as a whole, we

need to combine equations (3.7) and (3.8) to obtain an equation for

combined yield. Let sa and sb represent the average yield of A and B

grown as sole crops at the sole crop optimum densities. Dividing equa-

tion (3.7) by sa and equation (3.8) by sb, we obtain equations (3.9)

and (3.10), respectively, for the component LER's:

LERA = (13 (QZDABB + Yä3DADI + el (3.9)

2 b bLERB = Y; + YQBB + YQD; + YQBI + YEDI + YIZDADB + Yl3DADI + YZ (3.10)

1. -1 LE -1 a—6a1 8-681 **-6**15"“°LERA‘>’a %· Rzfyb %* Yo' 0%* Yo 0%* Y1 1 .1*
b b a a b b a _ a b _ b B a = a BY1 ' Bl/Sb’ Y2 “

82/%* Y2 82/%* Ya ' 83/%* Y3 ' 83/"b* Y1. 81./“a*
b b a a b _ b a _ a b _ bYA ‘ 8:./%* Y12 B12/Sa’ Yl2 ' B12/Sb’ Yl3 ' 813/%* 8**8 Y13 813/Sb'
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Combining equations (3.9) and (3.10), we finally obtain:

_ a b a 2 b 2 2LER - Yo + YlDA + YlDB + YZDA + YZDB + YBDI + YADI

+ Y D D +
Ya D D +

Yb
D D + 6 (3 ll)12 A B 13 A I 13 B I °

_ a b _ a b _ a b
where LER LERA + LERB, Yo

—
Yo + Yo, Y3 - Y3 + Y3, YA

— Ya + YA, and
_ a b

*12 ° *12 + Y12°
In estimating the coefficients of equation (3.11) the use of ordi— _

nary least squares may be inappropriate as the variability of yields
l

may be different at different densities. In fact empirical evidence

indicates that variability of yields are higher as competition increases

(Mead, 1967). In O·L~S we assume that the vector of error terms §_is

distributed N(6;Q, UZI) i.e. homogenous error structure. In the case

of density trials, it can be expected, that the combined yield is in-

versely related to the area occupied by the component crops A and B.

. However, reducing the area by a factor of f, may not increase the varia-

bility by as much as a factor f. We make the assumption that variability

of yields is inversely proportional to the square root of the combined _

area occupied by a pair of plants, one each from crops A and B, i.e.

. . . l
variability a —-—————————

/(DA+¤B)DI

In other words, the assumption we make regarding the error, is

that_6 is distributed N(gjQ, GZV) where V is a positive definite matrix

given by:
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1
1/(D +0 )D

I
A1 B1 I1 ~ ·

Q

/(D +0 )D
_

A B 1
V = 2 1 1 ,

0 . ————
»’(D +D )D

Ana Bub Iul _L

Writing model (3.11) in matrix form

L = 1>y_ + E (3.12)

where B is an Nr >< 1 vector of LER values

D is an Nr >< p matrix of fixed observable values (the spaciug

levels) and
‘

p = uumber of parameters in the model.

For the above model p = 10.

X- is 3 P X l VECCOI of P3]C3H1€C€lTS• _

1 vo
3Y1
bY1

YS
bY2

l =

*3
Y4

Y12
3Yl3
bY13
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and.; is an Nr X 1 unobservable random vector such that E(;) = Q and

cov(;Q = OZV.

The solution vector_i is obtained by using generalized least

squares:

‘
j = (D'V-1D)-l D'V_l_l; (3.13)

The equation for estimating LER can be written as,

A A Aa Ab Aa 2 Ab 2 ALER Yo + YIDA + YlDB + YZDA + YZDB + YBDI

+
D2

+ § D D +
ya D D +

yb D D (3 14)
4 1 12 A B 13 A_I 13 B I '

The outline of the analysis of variance for model (3.12) is given

in Table 3.2; it is a further subdivision of the sources of Variation in

Table 3.1. The table shows how each source of Variation given in Table

3.1 can be partitioned into a source of Variation due to regression and

a lack of fit component. If replication was not possible the A X B X I

interaction, which was assumed to be negligible can be used as the error

term. However, if replication is done, we can test whether the A X B X 1

interaction is needed or not.

To find the estimates of the optimum densities for the two crops

in the mixture, we maximize LER in equation (3.14) with respect to DA,

DB and DI.

BLER _ ^a ^a ^ ^a _

BDA - Y1 + ZYZDA + Yl2DB + YBDI — 0 (3.15)
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Table 3.2. ANOVA for Regression Model.

Source d.f.

replicates ;-1

Spacing A na·l

Regression A 2

Lack of fit ' na—3

Spacing B nb-l

Regression B 2‘ · L.O.F. · nb—3
Intererow spacing nl-l

Regression I 2

L.O.F. nl-3
A X B (na—l)(nb-l)

Regression A B l

L.0.F. (na—l)(nb—l)-l

A X I (na—l)(nI-1)
Regression A X I l

L.0.F. (na-l)(nI-1)-l
B X I (nb-l)(nI—l)

Regression B X I l
”

L.O.F. (nb—l)(nI—l)—l

A X B X I (na—l)(nb—l)(nI-l)
Error (r-l)(nanbnI—l)

Total nanbnlr-l
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BLER _ ^b ^b ^ ^b ·_

BLÜR _ ^ ^ ^a ^b _ ·
BDI - v3 + ZYADI + Y]-BDA + YBDB - 0 (3.17)

Solving equations (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) simultaneously, we obtain

the estimates of the optimum iutra-row spacing for each component crop

aud the optimum inter—row spacing.

Aa(Ab2 _ 4AbA
) +

Ab(2A A
-

Aa Ab
) +

A (2^a Ab _ A Ab
)D. =

Y1 Yl3 YZY4 Y1 Y12Ya Yl3Y13 Ya Y13Y2 Y12Y13
A Det.

Aa(2A A

-

Aa Ab
) +

Ab(Aa2
— 4AaA

) +
A (A Aa

-

2AaAb
)D. =

Y1 Y12Ya Y13Y13 Y1 Yl3 YZY4 Ya Y12Y13 Y2Y13
B Det.

D* =
Y1(2Y13Y2 ' Y12Y13) + Y1(Y12Y13 ' 2Y2Y13) + Y3(Y12 ‘Y2Y2)

I Det.

-
Aa_AbA Aa Ab 2 A2 A Ab Aa 2 AA Aa Abwhere D°*· ‘ SYZYZY4 ° 2Y2(Y13) ° 2Y12Y4 ' 2Y2<Y13) + AY12Y13Yl3'

To achieve a maximum the matrix of the second derivatives,

^a ^ ^a
. ZY2 Y12 Yl3

A Ab AbY12 ZY2 Yl3
Aa Ab A

Y13 Y1a 2Ya

must be negative definite.



IV. VARIETAL SELECTION

A major part of intercropping research centers around the selec-

tion of suitable varieties of the component crops. Varieties appropriate

for intercropping need uct be the same as those used in sole cropping.

Suitable varieties for intercropping have to be determined through large

scale experimentation. Since there is much similarity between selection

for varietal mixtures and selection of hybrids using diallel cross ex-

periments, we base the development of our model and terminology to run

parallel with the ideas used in hybrid cross selection. It is to be

noted here that the best parent lines (individuals) do not necessarily

give the best hybrid cross, likewise the best sole crop varieties need

not perform the best in an intercropping mixture.

4.l Response Model for Varietal Mixtures

_ In Chapter 3 we assumed that we.had information on the best pair

of varieties and our aim was to get an idea of the optimum density for

each crop when grown as a mixture. However, this is an unlikely case '

and in practice we may have to choose between va varieties of crop A

and vb varieties of crop B. Let us first consider the case where all

possible pairs of combinations of·the varieties are grown, assuming

for the moment that optimum densities for the individual varieties are

known. This assumption will be relaxed later.

Suppose all possible combinations of va varieties of A (Al, A2,

..., Ava) and vb varieties of B (Bl, B2, ..., Bvb) are made. The re-

sponse model for the LER values can be written as follows:

47
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yijt = u + ai + Yj + (aY)ij + sijt (4.1)

where yijr is the LER value for Ai in mixture with Bj in the rth repli-

cate; i = l, 2, ..., va; j = l, 2, 3, ..., vb; r = 1, 2, ..., n; u is

the overall mean effect. ai can be termed the genera} mixing effect

(g . m • e) of the ith variety, i.e. Ai, of crop A (
{1,

ui = O). 75

is the g ~ m - e of the jth variety, i.e., Bj, of crg;lB (Z Yj = O).

(aY)ij is the specific mixing effect (s · m · e) of Ai whei grown in

mixture with Bj (ä (¤Y)ij = 0;
§

(¤Y)ij = 0). Eijr is the random com-

ponent of Variation.

An assessment of the ¤i's, Yj's and (aY)ij's will provide a better

understanding of how each Variety is performing in a mixture. In most

cases one is, obviously interested in the "best" mixture (Ai, Bj), i.e.

a mixture with the highest expected LER given by

E(LER) = u + ai + Yj + (aY)ij (4.2)

This can be achieved in several ways which have different implications

from a practical point of View. For example, the dominant term in (4.2)

may be (qy)ij, the specific mixing effect, in which case the particular

mixture (Ai, Bj) is to be preferred. Another possibility is that one

of the general mixing effects, say di, is Very large, then mixtures

involving Ai will generally be good, i.e. (Ai, B2) with Z = 1, 2, ...,

vb may be possible mixtures to be considered. In general, this assess-

ment will be useful in selecting a few varieties of each crop for fur-

ther experimentation such as stability analysis, which is discussed in

Chapter 5.
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4.2 Varietal Experiments in Conjunction with Varying Densities

As mentioned earlier, some of the varietal combinations may do

better at a slightly higher density than others. Therefore varietal

selection has to be done in conjunction with varying densities of each

crop. The densities that are to be used in the experiment can however,

be selected on the basis of the preliminary density trial discussed in

Chapter 3.

_

Suppose in our experiment we have all possible combinations of va

varieties A and vb varieties of B, and we have selected P density come

· binations (see Chapter 3). Then the total number of "treatments" for

the experiment is T = P · va · vb. The problem then arises how these

should be arranged in a field experiment. Due to practical considera-

tions the density combinations have to be laid out as main plots (in a

split plot framework). The vavb varietal combinations then occur within

each density combination (main plot), and as a means of reducing the

number of guards will be laid out as strips across the main plots. Up

to this point the design resembles a typical strip plot design. How-

ever, as the number of varietal combinations in the experiment increases,

the block size also increases. To keep the block size small, some type

of confounding has to be performed. We may want to sacrifice informa-

tion on the specific mixing effects to do this, in which case we con-

found the A X B interaction with blocks. .

If va is not equal to vb, we are dealing with a mixed factorial.

Confounding in such a case is related to a certain type of PBIB design,

namely the GD - PBIB(2) design. However, in practice va and vb can be
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made equal easily, by adding or deleting a variety. If va = vb = v,

and if v is a prime number, the systems of confounding the interaction

A X B are AB,
AB2, ..., ABV-l. For example, if we confound AB, the

set of varietal combinations that constitute each block is determined

by the following set of equations.

xl + x2 = O

= 1

= v—l (4.3)

In this case (v—l)d.f. are confounded with the blocks. The nuber of

blocks per replicate will be v. If we needed only s blocks we can

combine the sets of varietal combinations to achieve this (see example

4.1). _ -

On the other hand if v is a prime power, we can use the method

of 'pseudofactors' in confounding. The basic idea is to treat the

’(pm)n
factorial as a

pnm factorial, i.e. as a factorial system with nm

factors at p levels each, by introducing so called pseudofactors. For

a discussion of the method see (Hinklemann, 1983). The method is illus-

trated in the following example.

Example 4.1

Suppose we had four varieties of each crop. This would be a

42
factorial for the varietal combinations. In using pseudofactors

we would treat it as a (22)2 factorial, by using the following
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correspondence for the factors and levels:

2 4
4 system 2 system

factors A xl, x2

B yls y2

levels O O, O

l l, 0

2 0, l ,

3 1, l

The A X B interaction would then correspond to xlyl, xlyz, xzyl,
xzyz,

. 4 .xlylyz, xzylyz, xlxzyl, xlxzyz and xlxzylyz in the 2 system. In this

representation the 9 d.f. for interaction are expressed as single d.f.

in the 24 system. Suppose we want the nuber of blocks per replicate,

s = 2, then we need to confound only l d.f. If xlyl
was used for con-

founding, the set of varietal combinations satisfying xl + yl = 0

ara (0, 0), (2, 0), (0, 2), (2, 2), (1, 1), (3, 1), (1, 3). and (3, 3)•

The remaining set (0, l), (O, 3), (1, 0), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 0),

and (3, 2) satisfy xl + yl = l. The block size in this case will be

eight. Figure 4.1 shows the layout of the design, for a single repli-

cate.

The partial ANOVA for this design is given in Table 4.1, where

c = number of d.f. confounded with blocks and r = nuber of replicates.
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P1 P2 P3 P6

Alßl
——-————->

A3Bl
AlB3

Block 1 A3B3
Rep 1 AZBZ

A632 .
AZB4
A4B4

A132
AlB4
A231

Block 2 A2B3
Rep 1 A3B2

. ABB6
Ahßl
AABB

Figure 4.1. Modified3Sp1it Plot Desig (Pl, P2, P3, P4 density combin-
atious in main plot; (AiBj) varietal combinations in strip plots).
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Table 4.1. ANOVA for Modified Split Plot Design (with number of reps
r = 2) .4 d . f .

Source 4 d.f . for example

Reps (r-1) _ l

Densities P—l 3
Blocks/rep r(s-1) 2
Error('a) (P-1) (r-1) 3
Density >< Block/rep r(P-l) (s-1) 6

Varietal Combinations vavb
— c — 1 14

A va—1 3
B vb-1 3
A >< B (va—1)(vb-1)—c 8

4 Error (b) (vavb—c-1) (r-1) 14
Density >< Varietal (P-l) (vavb—c—1) ” 42

Combinations
Error(ab) (P-1) (vavb—c-1) (r-1) 42
Total vavbPr-1 127
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4.3 Choosing a Subset of Varietal Combinations for Experimentation

The nuber of varietal combinations even with relatively few

varieties of each crop will, in general be quite large, for a conven-

tional block design. Even using balanced incomplete blocks in this

situation will result in an extremely large number of blocks. One way

to reduce the size of the experiment would be to reduce for a given

number of varieties for crops A and B, the number of varietal combina-

·tions that are to be tested., A strategy to accomplish this and its

implications are discussed below.

Let us consider each variety of A in combination with only Ih

varieties of crop B (ra < vb), and each variety of B in combination

with rb varieties of A (rb < va), such that the total number of varietal

combinations is N = vara = vbrb. Although there is no restriction with

regard to what combinations are selected for experimentation, it is

desirable to have an explicit procedure for performing such a selection. I

Hinkelmann (1975) gave such a method, although in a different context,

namely for incomplete or partial diallel mating designs of type I. The

procedure is as follows.

Consider an incomplete block design with parameters (t, r, b, k).

By identifying crop A varieties with the treatment and crop B varieties

with the blocks (or vice versa) and letting t = va, r = rä, b = vb and

k = rb, we say that a varietal combination (Ai, Bj) is to be included

in the experiment, if and only if treatment i occurs in block j in the

incomplete block design. The types of incomplete blocks that are

particularly useful for this type of selection are BIB designs and
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2—associate class of PBIB designs (Hinkelmann, 1975).

Example 4. 2

To illustrate the procedure of selecting varietal combinations

that can be used in the subsequent experiment, consider four varieties

each of crops A and B. Suppose we want to select only 12 out of the

16 possible combinations for the field experiment, such that each variety

of A is in combination with 3 varieties of B. The varietal combinations

can be selected by considering a BIB design (e.g. Cochran and Cox, 1957)

with parameters (t = b = 4, k = r = 3). The selected combinations are

marked with an x, as shown in Figure 4.2.

4.4 Design of Field Experiment with Subset of Varietal Combinations

and Densities

The procedure discussed in Section 4.3, will reduce the number of

varietal combinations that are to be tested in the field. However, the

subset of the varietal combinations, may still be too large for a com-

plete block design. Confounding the A X B interaction, as done for the

complete set of varietal combinations (Section 4.2) cannot be used for

the subset of varietal combinations, as some of the varietal combina-

tions are absent. An alternative is then, to use an incomplete block

for the subset of varietal combinations, and to assume that the s · m · e

are either negligible or random. Here again we are sacrificing informa-

tion on the s · m · e, to obtain estimates for the g · m · e. If P is

the number of density combinations in the experiment then the total num-

ber of 'treatments' for the experiment is T = NP = varaP = vbrbP. As
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crop A
arieties

l 2 3 4
crop B
varieties

l x x x

2 x ° x x

3 x x x

4 x x x

Figure 4.2. Scheme for Selecting Varietal Combinations (x denote
combination selected) .
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done previously, the density combinations are laid Out as main plots

in the field. The N varietal combinations are laid out as strips across

the main plots in incomplete blocks (see example 4.3).

The model for the experiment is

ymqijZs = M + pq + Am + wqm + BZ + Gi + Yj + €ijZs

+ (XaY)m(ij) + ömqijßs (4.4)

where ymqijßs is the LER for the plot containing the
ich variety of

crop A in mixture with the
jth variety of crop B, at the density m,

in the Zth block of the qth replicate (of the basic pattern).

i = l, 2, ..., va; j = l, 2, ..., vb; Z = l, 2, ..., b/R.

b = total number of blocks for the whole experiment.

s = 0, l is the number of times a given combination occurs in the

incomplete block Z.

m = l, 2, ..., P;
Z

q = l, 2, ..., R; R is the number of times the basic pattern is

replicated. _

wqm = main plot error; Eijßs = variety plot error; ömqigßs =

density X super variety plot error.

Since all the density combinations (main plots) are found in the

basic pattern, the estimates for the density effects Xm and the s.s.

for density is found by the usual methods for split plot designs. How-

ever this is not so for estimates and s.s. of the g • m · e's Gi and

?j. To obtain estimates of di and Yj we consider, that part of the
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model that pertains to the varietal combination plots (since g ° m · e

and density effects are orthogonal to each other).

(4.5)

Assume that the incomplete block part of the design is equireplicate

and proper, i.e. block size = k and number of replicates of each varietal

combination within the basic pattern = r.

In matrix notation the model is:

Z-IIN l = ]Jl·¤NXl +
xOLNnXVa gvaxl(4-6)

where

n = total number of replicates of each varietal combination in the

whole experiment and b = total number of blocks.

g' = (oel, dz, , dv ); g' = (Y1, Y2, , Yvb);

xa = (gal, gdz, ..., gav ), each vector gui contains Ia · n unit

elements and n(N - ra) zero eläments.

XY = (gyl, gyz, ..., gyvb), each vector gyj contains rb - n unit

elements and the rest zeros.

xB is Nn X b matrix with the lsc k elements = l in column one and

the rest zeros, the 2nd set of k elements = l in column two and the rest

zeros and so on. (The observations are assumed to be arranged according

to the order of the blocks.) _

The normal equations for model (4.6) are written as
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I-I U I-!

xa! g. Xd!

XY. (1 XB XY XB) Y = XY. X (4.7)
I IXB .4 X6

i.e.

I I I Ill [xa [xY [xB u ['X (4.8.1)
I I Ixa [ xa xa xa xY xOY'xB Q — xG'X (4.8.2)
II I I I - y 4. •X xY X ( 8 3)

• .xß _ xß xa xB xY xB xß Q xB X (4.8.4)

i.e.

nN ranléa rbnléb k['b u G (4 . 9 . 1)
ranlva ranl S Na Q

- [OL (4.9.2)
vbnlvb S 1:bnI NY X [Y (4. 9 . 3)

I Iklb Na NY klb Q B (4.9.4)

where

NG, is the incidence matrix for Varieties of crop A and has dimen-

I
sions V >< b.a

NY is the incidence matrix for varieties of crop B and has dimen-

sions vb >< b.
. . . th .th

S is a Va >< vb matrix with an entry n in the i row, J column,

if the combination (Ai, Bj) is in the experiment and zero otherwise.

[ is a column vector of unit elements.

G is the grand total, T is the Vector of Variety A totals, T is‘¤¤ ‘”Y

the Vector of variety B totals and B is the Vector of block totals.
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Using equation (4.9.4) we see that

'
=

i.e.

Mlbv + Q = ä · N„'s•1 · Wi

i.e.

_ 1
lbp + ß - k

(ß_- Nd'g_- NY'l) (4.10)

Equation (4.9.2) can be written as .

ranlvau + rang + SY + Nuß =_Td (4.11)

Since ränlva = Nalb we can rewrite (4.11) as

Nülbp + Naß + rang_+ Sl = ja _

i.e.
—

N¤(lbu + ß) + rang_+ SI = TG (4.12)

Substituting from (4.10), we write (4.12) as'

£·N (B - N 'g - N ' ) + r na + S = T
k a —· g·—

Y x a·— 1· —o

i.e.

1 1 1
I -

— N N ' + S — — N‘N ‘
= I — —
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i.e. _

CAQ_+ CABX = ga (4.13)

where C = (r nl —·£ N N ')· C = (S —·l N N ') and Q = T -
£—N BA a kcxcx’AB konY —<1—ockcx—'

Similarly using equation (4.9.3) and substituting for lbu + g_from

(4.10) we obtain

- Ä. • v -.£ v ‘- .Ä ‘(rbnl k NYNY
)l_+ (S k NYNQ )Q_— gg k NYQ

i.e.

'
=CBI + CAQQ gv (4.14)

where CB = (rbnl - ä
NYNY’) and gw = Ey - ä NYQ. From (4.13) CAQ =

gd —
CABX. A solution for_Q is

_ Q = CA—(gOL —
CABX) (4.15)

Substituting_Q for_Q in equation (4.13) we obtain

I
_

_
=

,CBl+ CABCA (QB CAB? —Q·OL

i.e.

[ —
—

-

1CBY—‘
CABCACABl'QY CABCA Qu

i.e.

(CB —
CABCA CAB)1

—
QY

_
CABCA ga

.°. A solution for_l is
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Z = (CB —
CABCA_CAB)—(Q7 - CABCA_gq)

i.e.

*
—

*. j_— CB g7 (4.16)

where C* = CB - CÄBCA_CAB and g7* = gv - CÄBCAjgG. Similarly a solution

for_Q is

=
—

—

'

— _ —

Q (cA cABcB cAB) (Qu cABcB Q7)

i.e.

*- *Q — cA Q7 (4.17)

where C * = C - C C
_C'

and * = Q - C C
_Q

A A AB B AB a -u AB B —y°

For a connected design all linear combinations of Z Äidi and‘ i
E ÄjYj with E Xi = 0 and E Äj = 0 are estimable functions. The estimate
j 1 j
of any estimable function is invariant with respect to the solution of

the reduced normal equations.

Special Case
l

Consider a BIB design, NaNG' is the concordance matrix for varie-

ties of crop A and will be of the form

mc
ma

. Au

Ä '·—a ·_
111

(1
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where ma is a constant and is related to the number of times a particu-

lar variety of A occurs in the experiment, while Äa is the number of

times two varieties of A occur together in the same block (this symmetry

is obtained only because we are using a BIB in the selection process as

well as in the field experiment). CA, now can be written as

m Äoe m -0z
1

°‘ •.
_, CA _ raälk — E-

Ä °.
-0z °.

mon

' =

_ —];
— &ranl [k (ma ÄG)I + k Ä¤l'[__']

mon- kon 1. . CA (ran k )I k ÄOLZI

If we take

„ _ 1 QcA - cA + k 10,11*

Then

~ -1 — 1cA — CA —
m¤_ÄOL

I (4.18)

(*.** ‘ *1-)

Similarly ·

un
= 1CB I (4.].9)

(rbn - —Y——-ik)
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The partial ANOVA table for model (4.4) is shown in Table 4.2.

The calculation of s.s. for density and "super" varieties follow the

usual methods for strip plot and BIB designs respectively. The s.s.

for varieties of crop A eliminating blocks and varieties of B is given

bv

-l^V
*SS(A)

P
g_Qü

where P = number of density combinations, and the s.s. for varieties

of crop B eliminating blocks and varieties of A is given by

l^ =k
SS B =·—

' .<> P12Y

In Table (4.2), k refers to the block size, b is the nuber of blocks

in the whole experiment, n is the number of replicates of each variety

combination in the whole experiment, and R is the number of replicates

of the basic pattern.

Example 4.3

Consider an experiment with three varieties each of crops A and

B. Using the selection procedure (Section 4.3) say we have selected

the varietal combinations Alßl, AlB2, AZBZ, AZB3, A3Bl and A3B3 for

field experimentation, i.e. va = vb = 3; Ia = rb = 2; N = rava =

rbvb = 6. If these combinations are labelled as 'super' varieties

1, 2, ..., 6; we can set up a correspondence between the 'super' varie-

ties and varietal combinations as follows:
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Table 4.2. Partial ANOVA for Model (4.4).

Source d.f.

Replicates R—l

Densitiesl P-l

Rep X densities (Error(a)) (R-l)(P-l)

Blocks/Reps. b—R

Densities X Block/Reps. (P-l)(b—R)

'Super' varieties N—l

A eliminating blocks and B va—l

B eliminating blocks and A vb—l

residual (N—l)—(va-l)-
(vb—l)

'Super' variety plot error (error(b)) · b(k—l)—(N—l)

n
I 'Super' variety X density (N—l)(P—l)

Error(ab) b(k—l)(P-l)—(N—l)(P—l)

Total PNn-l
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Super variety Varietal combination _

1 AlBl
2 Alßz
3 AZBZ
4 AZB3
5 A3Bl
6 A3B3

Using a catalog for BIB designs (e.g. Cochran and Cox, 1957) we see

that for t‘= 6, a BIB design exists with the following paraétets.

BIB(t = 6, b = 10, k = 3, Ä = 2)

The arrangement of the 'super' varieties within each block of the BIB

design and the corresponding arrangement of the varietal combinations

are shown in Figure 4.3.

The incidence matrices for varieties of crop A and B are respec-

tively, _

2 2 1 1 l 1 1 1 0 O
”

Na = 0 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 O 1 1 O 1 1 2 2

2 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 1
Ny = 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 1 O

O 1 1 1 1 1 O 2 l 2

Hence

14 8 8
N N ' = 8 14 8

CIOL
8 8 14
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'su er' varieties varietal combinations

Blocks l 1 2 5 AlBl A]-B2 A3Bl
2 1 2 6 Alßl _ AIBZ A3B3
3 l 3 4 A2B2 A2B3
4 1 3 6 A1Bl AZBZ A3133
5 l 4 5 AlBl AZB3 A3Bl
6 2 3 4 A1B2 A2B2 AZB3
7 2 3 S A.lB2 AZBZ A3Bl
8 2 4 6 AIBZ A2B3 ABB3
9 3 5 6 AZBZ A3Bl ABB3
0l 4 5 6 A2B3 A3Bl A3B3

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3. Arrangement of (a) super varieties (b) varietal combina-
tions within each block of a BIB design.
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and ‘

14 8 8

N N' = 8 14 8
Y Y Y

8 8 14

5 5 0
‘

S = 0 5 5

5 0 5

Note that in the matrix S, zeros appear in positions (1, 3), (2, 1),

and (3, 2) representing the missing combinations and the rest of the

entries are equal to five, which is the number of times each varietal

combination is replicated.

11 11 8 11 8 11

NN'= 8 11 11 NN'=11 11 8oc Y Y 0L
11 8 11 8 11 11

_ 8CA°CB'8Iv 'BÄÄÄ
a a

CA= CB=8 IV
a

Ä 0 0
° C

—
= C - = l I = g L 0' ° A B 8 v 8a 0 0 Ä

8

The reason for CA being equal to CB is a result of considering equal

number of varieties for each crop, and should be kept in mind by the
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researcher, since it is easy to make the number of varieties of each

crop equal, by adding or deleting a variety, The symmetry in the con-

cordance matrices NüN& and NYNY' is due to the use of a BIB design for

the field experiment as well as for the selection procedure.

In model (4.4) we assumed that the s · m · e were either negli-

gible or random. Therefore we do not have estimates of the s · m · e.

However, based on the g • m • e of each variety we may judge which

varieties are useful to be included in a mixture. For instance, if

the g · m · e of the hth
variety of crop A and the gth variety of crop

B are very high, we use the combination (Ah, Bg) in future experimenta-

tion, even though it is not used in the present experiment.

4.5 Outline of Strategy in a Series of Intercropping Experiments

If a researcher in intercropping is confronted with the problem

of no knowledge of the varietal combinations and densities to be used

in an experiment, then the following strategy can be adopted.

(i) Use a particular pair of varieties (the ones commonly used

by farmers as intercrops) and perform the preliminary density trial

discussed in Chapter 3.

(ii) Choose a few density combinations from the results of the

preliminary density trial and at each density combination, include the

varietal combinations that are needed to be tested, as discussed in

this chapter.

(iii) From (i) and (ii) we can get an idea as to which varietal

combinations will perform well in a mixture and at what density. These
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combinations can then be used in conventional block designs to study for

example yield stability, which is discussed in Chapter 5.



V. YIELD STABILITY

One of the major reasons why intercropping is becoming an important

practice in many developing areas of the world, is the improved stability

of yields that farmrs achieve. The basis of this is that if one crop

fails or grows poorly, the other crop to some extent may compensate for

that (Rao and Willey, 1980).

5.1 Definition of Stability „.

Stability of performance in a crop is the ability of the crop to

show a minimum of interaction with the environent, i.e. less variability

of yields over different seasons and/or locations.

In monocropping, the agronomist is interested in selecting for

varieties that are stable. In intercropping, selection of suitable

varieties of the two crops A and B is not simply a case of selecting

the best variety of each crop. As pointed out earlier the varietal

combination that does best in intercropping need not consist of those

used in monocropping. Thus selecting varieties for intercropping in-

volves a new round of experimentation. In trying to derive stability

parameters for intercropping, it is first necessary to look at stability

measures that have been used for comparing varieties in monocropping.

5.2 Stability Parameters in Monocropping

Finlay and Wilkinson (1963) computed a linear regression coeffi-

cient of mean individual yield of each variety on the mean yield of all

71
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varieties for each site and season. The regression coefficient was then

used as a measure of stability, Eberhart and Russel (1966) developed a

more elaborate method based on the regression technique. They used the

regression coefficient of a variety on the environmental index (calcu-

lated as the mean of al1·varieties at a particular environment minus

the grand mean of all environents), and the deviation from regression

as parameters for measuring stability of a variety. The mean yield of

all varieties at each site and season provides a numerical grading of

sites and seasons, and is used to describe a complex natural environment

without the complexities of defining or analyzing the interacting edaphic

and seasonal factors (Finlay and Wilkinson, 1963).

A more formal statement of this procedure is as follows. In re-

gional variety trials with v varieties and 2 environments (where environ-

ment can represent location and/or time) the ANOVA model is:

yikr = u + Yi + nk + <Yn>ik + sikk (5.1)

where yikx is the yield of the
ich variety in the

rth replicate of the

kuh environment (i = l, 2, ..., v; k = l, 2, ..., 2; and r = 1, 2, ...,

n).

Yi = effect of
ith

variety.

nk = effect of kth environment.

(Yn)ik = interaction effect between
ich

variety and
kth environ-

ment.

eikr = random error component.

For stability analysis the interaction term is partitioned into

two components, namely the linear response to environment and the
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deviation from linear response. Let Bi' be the coefficient of linear

response and öik (k = l, 2,... , ß) the deviation from linear response

.th .
of the 1 variety; then

=
I(Yn)1k Bi nk J" öik

Model (5.l) can then be rewritten as

=
I

yikr n + Yi + nk + Bi nk + 51k + Sikr (5*2)

or equivalently as

yikr = n + Yi + (51nk + Öik + aim- (5*5)

where Bi = Bi' + l. «

lf in model (5.3) nk is replaced by lk, where lk is the environ-

mental index and given by

lk = y · k · -y5... = nk V

Model (5.3) becomes

y1k1 = n + Yi "' Bilk + öik + Eikr (5*‘*)

An estimator for Bi is taken to be

bi = 2 §?ik_ lk/E 1k2 (5.5)
k k

with

= Z b./v = 1
i 1
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The first stability measure is the estimate of the regression

coefficient Bi. A second stability measure can be obtained by considering

Öik which Ieptéséuts the deviation from linear response. An obvious

estimator for 6. is
1k

’ 61k ’ (yik- ’ V1-.) ' bilk @6)

. ^ 2 — 2 2 2
.. Z 6. = Z(y. — y ) — b. Z I

k 1k k ik i·· 1 k k

If we define

S 2 = E 2/(2.-2) , (5.7)
d. 1k

1 k

then
2Sdi

Xi = ————-——————— (5.8)
MS(error)/n

is considered as another stability measure, the meaning of which is ex-

plained in Section 5.3.

5.3 Interpretation of the Stability Measures

A stable variety is a variety that performs relatively the same

under a wide range of environments. This means that a stable variety

will have a regression coefficient bi = 0 (this is equivalent to stating

that the environment has no effect on that variety). However, this would

mean that the stable variety performs relatively better under adverse
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conditions and not so well in favorable environments. However, the .

breeder usually wants a variety that does above average in all environ-

ments, i.e. one with bi = 1.0 and the deviations from regression as

small as possible (i.e. Ai = 1), since Xi = 1 implies that Gil = diz =

... = öik = O and hence a perfect fit to the linear regression. A

variety having the values (bi = 1, Xi = 1) will be referred to as having

average stability, while one with (bi = 0, Xi = 1) will be called a per-

fectly stable variety. Of course in addition to (bi = 1, Xi = 1) the

breeder also wants the variety to be a high yielder. Finlay and Wilkinson

(1963) categorized varieties on the basis of their mean yield and regres-

. sion coefficients (bi's). While a regression coefficient bi = 1 is taken

to be indicative of average stability, bi < 1 is regarded as above aver-

age stability and bi > 1 as below average stability. A high mean yield

in addition to bi = 1 indicates a variety having general adaptability;

when associated with a low mean yield, varieties are regarded as poorly

adapted to all environments. Figure 5.1 provides a schematic version

of the above categorization, based on a survey of a large nuber of

varieties. Figure 5.1 shows that varieties that give a high yield, do

not possess above average stability. It also reveals that variability

in the regression coefficients is inversely proportional to the mean

yield, as indicated by the triangular configuration in Figure 5.1. l

5.4 Derivation of Stability Measures in Intercropping

To derive stability measures for intercropping, consider an

intercropping experiment with two crops A and B, A having va varieties
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specificallyadapted
to

favorable env.

below
average

stability

poorly adapted well adapted\
1.0 +—-————-——————average stability—-———>i—-——

to all env. to all env

above
average

stability

Regression .
coefficient

(bi)
specifically
adapted to
unfavorable
env.

. 0
variety mean yield

Figgre 5.1. Categorization of Varieties According to Mean Yield and
Regression Coefficient (bi).
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Al, A2,... , Ava and B having vb varieties Bl, B2, ..., Bva. The

treatment combinations consist of the va X vb varietal combinations

(Ai, Bj). The experiment is to be repeated over 2 environments. Within

an environment, each varietal combination is replicated n times. For the

n
sake of simplicity a completely randomized design is considered.

If each varietal combination is considered as a 'super variety',

then a linear model for this experiment can be written as:

yijkr
“ ‘·' + 'ij + nk + ('”n)13k + Eijkr (5*9)

where yijkr
is the combined intercrop yield (LER) of the plot containing

the combination (Ai, Bj) in the
rth replicate of the kth environment

(i =.l, 2, ..., va; j = 1, 2, ..., vb; k = l, 2, ..., 2; r = 1, 2, ...,

n).

The interaction term is partitioned into the two components, i.e.

linear response to environment and the deviation from linear response,

as a means of obtaining stability parameters.

*('n)1jk ' Bijnk + 9ijk_

Model (5.9) can then be written as
5

yijkr = u + rij + Bijnk + öijk + eijkr (5.10)

where Bij = Bäj + 1.

Model (5.10) resembles model (5.3) used for sole crops, except

that instead of a single subscript i used for sole crops, we now

have two subscripts ij to denote the varietal combination. Therefore

formulas for b.. and 1 . will be similar in form to b. and X,.
1j ij 1 1
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The regression coefficient bij is a measure of overall stability

of the varietal combination (Ai, Bj). If bij = 1, the varietal combin-

ation can be referred to as having average stability, while bij < 1 is

indicative of above average stability and bij > l is indicative of below

average stability.

5.5 Partitioning the S.S.

Consider the identity,

[(yijk_
— yiju) - bij(y,_k_ - Y....) + (yijkr

—
yijk_)]

i.e.

(Yijkr ‘
Y---->

‘ I15 + lk + (**15 ‘„l)lk + öijk + eijkr: (lll)

Squaring both sides of (5.11) and suming over all subscripts gives

rise to _ V
2 (yih -§____>2 = 2 1;.2 + 2 rkz +nZ(bi. - 1)2 2 xkz

ijkr J ijkr J ijkr 15 J k

^ 2+ 2 61.k+ 2 e..k (5.12)
ijkr J 15kk IJ I

which represents a partition of the total sum of squares.

Simplifying (5.12), we obtain
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1 — 2 2 2
Z (y., - y,,,,) = ßn. E T , + v v n E I

1 ijkr ijkr ij ig a b k k

+11 2 (bi.—l)2 2 1k2+11 2 Si,k2+ 2 Jk (5.13)
13 J 11 ijk J 13111

lJ’

Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of d.f. and s.s. for model (5.9).

To test the hypothesis

. HO: B11 = B12 = ..... = BV V = l ,
a b

we can use

F =
J

MS(slopes) (5 la)
[ss(deviations)+ss(error)] [(vavb—1)(£—2)4-vavb£(n—1)] '

and to test HO: all 6ijk's are zero, we can use

F = MS(deviations)
”

‘ MS(error)

obtained from Table 5.1.

5.6 Subdivision of Slope (SS)

In evaluating the best varietal combination it is also necessary

to look at the mean performance of that combination in addition to using

the stability measures bij and Aij. It should be noted however, that

bij is a measure of overall stability of the intercrop mixture, and does

not give any information on the contribution of the individual varieties

of each crop to the stability. For this we propose1 to take into
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Table 5.l. Breakdown of s.s. for model (5.9).

Source d.f. · s.s.

. . . 2
Var1etal comb111at1o11s vavb—l ßrl X 1*ij

ij
Euvironmeuts 2,-l v v I1 Z I 2

a b k k
Var. combinations >< Euv. (v v —-l)(2,·—l) 11 Z (th), , 2

a B . 13k
ijk

slopes vavb—l _ I1 E (bi.-l)2 ZIk2
13 J k

deviations (vavb-l)($L-2) I1 E Sfkz
2 1311 J

Error v v 2„(11—l) E e_
a b ijkr 1.jkr

Total v v 2.11-l Z (y., — gr- )2
a

kr
1Jkr • • • •
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account the factorial structure of the experiment. We now write Tij

in model (5.10) as

rij = oci + Yj + (cxY)ij (5.15)

where

. th .
ai lS the effect of the i variety of A,

Yj is the effect of the
jth variety of B, and

(uY)ij is the interaction effect due to the
ich variety of A and

jth variety of B (i = 1, 2, , va; j = 1, 2, .i. , vb). Model (5.10)

can be restructured and written as

yijkr
’ “ + ni + Yj + (°‘Y)ij “" nk “" (°‘n)ik

+ (Yn)jk (5.16)

We now partition each interaction term into two components, the

linear response to environment and the deviation from linear response,

i.e.

=
I I(an)ik Bi nk + öik (5.17)

. = v(yn)jk Gj'nk + öjk (5.18)

and

=
I I

(¤nn)ijk Bij nk + öijk (5.19)

Combining (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19) we have
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*_ (¤m)ik + (¤m)jk + (<wn)ijk
—

ßijnk + öijk (5.20)

* = I I

I

I

l

=
I I I •where Bij Bi + Bj + Bij and öijk öik + Öjk + Öijk . To obtain

estimates of Bi', Bj' and Bij' and also to partition ss(s1opes) into

the three different components, ssfslopes) due to A, B, and the A X B

interaction, we proceed as follows.

Assuming a fixed effects model, and averaging over crop B, model

(5.16) reduces to

yi kr = p + ui + nk + (un)ik + €i_kr (5.21)

Using the environmental index lk = y¢_k_
-

y'____ , instead of nk and

using relation (5.17), model (5.2l)”can be rewritten as

yi kr = p + ai + Bilk + öik' + ei_kr (5.22)

_
Iwhere Bi — Bi + l.

An estimator for B. is b. = E yl l /E l
2. Similarly_averaging1 1 k 1·k• k k k

yields over crop A (subscript i) gives rise to the model

y_jkr u + Yj + Bjlk + öjk + e_jkr (5.23)

An estimator for Bj is tj =
ä yQjk_ lk/ä lkz. Finally, Bij' can be

estimated by bij' = (bij—l) - (bi—l) — (tj—l).

Table 5.2 shows in detail how each interaction term is partitioned

into the slopes and deviation s.s. components. SS(slopes) in Table

5.1, is partitioned into ss(slopes)A, ss(s1opes)B and ss(slopes)AB.

The deviations (s.s.) is also partitioned into three components, namely
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Table 5.2. Partition of ss(slopes).

Source d.f, s.s

A >< Emir. (va-1)(2—1) vbn E (En) ikz
1 ik

Sl¤peS('A) (v -1) v 11 Z(b —1)2 Z 1 2
a b .

‘ i k
» 1 k

deviations(_A) (v -l)(2,-2) v I1 E (S' )2
a b ikik

B X Envir. (vb-1) (2£—l) van (0?n)§k

J

2 2
slopes(B) (vb·-l) van Z (t.-l) Z Lk

1 J k
dev1ations(B) (vb-·l) (2.-2) v I1 Z (SK )2

a jk jk

A >< B >< Envir. (va—l) (vb-l) (2.-l) n E (0c§n)§.k
ijk J

slopes(A><B) (va—l) (vb—l) by subtraction

deviati011s(A><B) (va—1) (vb-l) (2.-2) by subtraction
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deviations from linear regression of A, B, and A X B. Notice that · .

estimators of 6ik' and 6jk‘ are given by

A '— 1 -1 _ 1 -1

öik V....)

and
A ‘-.

___
·_

__, _;

öjk (y_jk_
y_j__) ¤j(y,,k_ V____) (5.25)

respectively.

In Table 5.2, s1opes(A X B) and deviations(A X B) are obtained by

using the relationships given below.

ss(slopes) in Table 5.1 = ss(slopes)A + ss(s1opes)B + ss(slopes)AXB

and
(5.26)

ss(deviations) in Table 5.1 = ss(dev.)A + ss(dev.)B + ss(dev.)AXB (5.27)

Using equation (5.26), we can find out which crop is contributing most,

to the ss(slopes). Examination of the estimates bi, tj and bij' also

allows us to draw conclusions about which crop is contributing to the

stability of the intercropping mixture. It may happen that the contri-

bution of each crop to the stability is of no consequence, but it is the

interaction of the crops that leads to the stability of the intercropping

mixture.

For example, let bij = 1.0, bi = .6, tj = 1.4 and (bij' + 1) =

1.0, for a particular varietal combination (Ai, Bj). Note that bij =

(bi-1) + (tj-1) + bij' + 1. The overall stability measure bij = 1 tells

us that the varietal combination possesses average stability. However,

the variety Bj of crop B, has less than average stability (tj > 1) and

variety Ai of crop A, has more than average stability (bi < 1), while _
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the interaction of Ai and Bj is associated with an average stability

value (bij' + l = l). In this case, while the two crops have opposing

stability indices, the interaction of the two varieties Ai and Bj of

crops A and B respectively, lead to a mixture possessing average sta-

bility.

In passing it must be mentioned that since we utilized the varietal

selection procedure of Chapter 4, in selecting a few varieties of each

crop for stability analysis, we can use a randomized complete block

design at each environment. Since the environment is to be measured

as the location mean minus the overall mean, it is necessary to have as

many locations as possible, to capture the variability of the environ-

ment. Since seasonal variability is a principle factor of the environ-

ment it will also be useful to repeat the experiment in time.



VI. MIXTURE PROPORTIONS IN INTERCROPPING

Choosing optimal proportions for the crops to be grown in a mix-

ture, is an important aspect of intercropping research. However, very

little work on designing experiments to find the optimal proportions

has been done. Pearce and Edmondson (1982) have examined historical

data on yields of the individual species that enter into an intercropping

system, and thus determined the best proportions for each crop. But,

it is not clear what would happen if they were to be grown together as

intercrops.

There is a large body of literature on mixture problems in gen-

eral. An excellent review is given by Cornell (1981). The optimum

proportion problem in intercropping can also be put into the framework

of the general mixture problem with very few modifications.

6.1 The General Mixture Problem

·In the general mixture problem, the response that is measured is

'a function only of the proportions of ingredients (or components) pre-

sent in the mixture and is not a function of the amount of the mixture.

If we let q represent the number of components in the system and if we

denote the proportion of the
ith component in the mixture by Zi, then

Zi Z 0 i = 1, 2, ..., q (6.1)

and

86
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„ q ·
E Zi = 1.0 . (6,2)

i=l ·

For the mixture proportion problem in intercropping, if we consi-

der two crops A and B, the number of components, q, is two. The propor-

tion of crop A in the mixture can be represented by Zl and the proportion .

of crop B in the mixture by Z2. In the intercropping context, the pro-

Vportion of a crop, Zi, in the mixture, can be defined as

A

Z = number of rows occupied by crop i
i total number of rows

2
and iilZi = 1.0, satisfying the restriction in (6.2). Thus a %:ä pro-

portion of crop A:B will be an experiment with every row of crop A fol-

lowed by a row of crop B. A 0:1 mixture will be the pure stand of crop

B and a 1:0 will be the pure stand of crop A.

One complication that arises in intercropping is that the combined

yield does not only depend on the proportions of the component crops,

but also on the intra- and inter—row spacings of both crops (see chap- 4

·
ter 3). To circumvent this problem, we assume for the present that the

crops are grown at their optimum density combination throughout the en-

tire experiment.

6.2 The Simplex Lattice Design

An important design that can be used for investigation into the

mixture problem is the simplex lattice design, which consists of points

whose coordinates are defined by the following combinations of the
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component proportions; the proportions assumed by each component will

take on the m + l equally spaced values from zero to one given below,

and m is the degree of the polynomial we want to fit.

Zi=0,ä,é,...,l (6.3)

The {q, m} simplex lattice consists of all possible combinations of

the components where the proportions given by (6,3) are used, such that

the restriction given in (6.2) is satisfied.

For the intercropping problem, say we want to fit a polynomial

of degree two, i.e. m = 2. Then for each of the crops A and B, the

proportions are: Zi = 0, ä, 1; i = 1, 2; (q = 2; m = 2). The possible

combinations (Z1, Z2) satisfying the restriction (6.2) are given by:

(Z1, Z2) = (0, l), (22. 22), and (l, 0) - ·

The (1, 0) and (O, 1) represent the pure stands of crops A and B

respectively and (ä, E) the intercropping mixture with equal proportions

of each crop.

6.3 Canonical Polynomials

For the second degree polynomial the response n can be written as

n = B + B Z + B Z + B Z Z + B Z
2

+ B Z
2 (6.4)

0 1 1 2 2 12 1 2 ll l 22 2

or equivalently 35

2 2 2
= +

_6 60 i§l6121 * i§l61121 + 6122122 (6 6)
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Multiplying the 30 term by 221 = 1 does not change BO. Using also

212 = Z.(l — Z 2.) in model (6.5) results in,1 . . 33#1

2 = 80(2 21) + 2 8121 + 2 81121(l “ .2. 25) + 8122122
1 1 i j¢1

2
*

2
= 2 B. Z — Z B. Z. E Z. + B Z Z

1:1 1 i i:l 11 1 j:i J 12 1 2

- *
_ _° E Bi 21 8112122 8222221 + 8122122 -

# 1
*- sl zl + 62 Z2 + 612 2122 (6.6)

ic .1 icwhere 81 “ 80 + 81 + 811* 82 ’ 80 + 82 + 822 888 812 ’ B12 ‘ B11 ‘

B22. Dropping the * notation model (6.6) can be written as

n = 6121 + 6222 + 6122122 (6.7)

Model (6.7) is known as the canonical polynomial form and it is in this

form the model is used in estimating the B terms. In model (6.4) there

are clear dependencies among the Zi terms, since the restriction Z2i =

1, is not used in that model.

When Zl = l in model (6.7) Z2 = 0 and H = 81. Therefore, Bl

represents the sole crop yield of crop A. Similarly 82 represents the

sole crop yield of B, while 8122122
represents the excess of model (6.7)

over the following model;

n = 6121 + 8222 (6.8)
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i.e. 8122122 represents the advantage (or disadvantage) of intercropping

over sole cropping.

The least squares estimates of Bl, B2 and B12 are given by:

A .. A .. A — ... ..Bl=yl,B2=y2 and Bl2=¢»yl2-2(yl+y2) (6-9)

where yl is the observed combined yield (LER) at Zl = l and yi is the

mean over the replicates, y2 is the observed LER at Z2 = 1 and ylz
is the

observed LER at Zl = ä, Z2 = ä.

6.4 Estimating Optimal Intercrop Proportions

Using the Lagrangean function

L = 8121 + 8222 + 8122122 + A(2l + Z2 - 1)

and maximizing with respect to Z1, 22 and X yields,

§l·.„§+§z+>(=0 (610)
821 1 12 2 '

äl·..=§+äz+1=o (6.11)822 2 12 1

äx. = Z1 + Z2 — 1 - O (6.12)

Solving the above equations, simultaneously, gives estimates of the

optimal proportions 21* and 22*.
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4 21* = and 22* = 1 — 21* .
12

Since the two crops in intercropping are grown in separate rows

the values that Zi can take are l, 1/2, 1/3, etc., the estimates 21*

have to be rounded to the closest fractions for practical use. If

21* = .37 for instance, we will use Zl = 1/3 and Z2 = 2/3, i.e. 1 row

of crop A a1ternating_with 2 rows of crop B.

In the preceding sections we have assumed that the degree of the

model was two (i.e. m = 2). However, if we want to test the lack of

fit of the
2nd

degree model or to fit a 3rd
degree model, we need to

l'
include at least one more design point. As an additional point we can

choose a point such as (Z1, Z2) = (1/3, 2/3) or (2/3, 1/3). To test

the degree of the model, we can use the F test:
·

Fr mp ; (,1,,’
full/n—p

where the full model refers to the higher degree polynomial equation

and reduced refers to the polynomial equation that is one degree less

than the full model, and r = reduction in the number of parameters;

p = number of parameters in full model and n = total number of observa-

tions. Equation (6.13) can also be used to test whether we need the

812 term, i.e. whether the first degree polynomial n = 8121 + 8222

fits the data as well as the second degree model.
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1

6.5 Studying Proportions in the Presence of Varying Densities

The optimal proportions of the crops A and B, may be different

at different densities of the component crops. Studies on mixture

proportions therefore, has to be performed in the presence of varying

densities. The density combinations can be selected based on the pre-

liminary trial discussed in Chapter 3. However, another complication

arises when we consider mixture proportions that are not 1:1, because

now we have two different types of inter·row spacings. One inter-row

spacing between two rows of the same crop and another inter-row spacing

between two rows of different crops. This aspect is not investigated

further here. For the present study we assume that the inter-row

spacing between two rows of different crops are selected on the basis

of the density trial of Chapter 3, and the inter-row spacing between

two rows of the same crop is selected from monocrop studies.

Consider an experiment where we want to experiment with crop B

at two different densities Xl and X2 (number of plants/unit area),

while crop A is grown at a constant density throughout the entire

experiment. At each level of proportion (Zl, Z2), we must therefore

include the two densities of crop B in the design. We cannot however,

use a simplex lattice design, since at the proportion level (Zl,·Z2) =

(1, O), crop B is not present and combination of (1, 0) with different

densities of crop B does not make sense. The proportion levels must

contains crop B. Instead of the proportions (1, 0) and (O, 1) we can

have (1/4, 3/4) and (3/4, 1/4), so that the mixture proportions used

at each density of crop B will be,
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(Zl, Z2) = (1/4, 3/4), (1/2, .1/2) and (3/4, l/4) .

Coded densities w = 1 for higher and w = -1 for lower density can be

used inthe model, instead of X1 and X2.

For practical reasons the field layout of the experiment needs to

be of the split plot type. Proportions are used as the main plot and

has to be arranged systematically, as also the densities of crop B

(subplots), to avoid as much as possible the use of guard rows. The

field layout is shown in Figure 6.1.

The model for the experiment is written in terms of the observed

LER values (y), as

y = ygzl + Ygzz + Ygzzlzz + v + YäZlw + Yäzzlzzw + 6 (6.14)

where v ~ N(O, G;) and 6 ~ N(O, og). This model is different from the

types of models considered for density in Chapter 3. Here density

merely appears as a type of dummy variable, as we are interested only

in finding whether the optimal proportions are different at the two

densities of crop B.

”The split plot design is helpful in reducing the number of guards,

since they are needed only at the boundaries between the different den-

sities. _

The O · L · S estimates of the parameters in model (6.14) aregiven below. l
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I I I
I I I
I I Iw=—l w=l w=l w=-1 w=—l w=l
I I I
I I I
I I I

(Z1, Z2) = (1/4, 3/4) (1/2, 1/2) (3/4, 1/4)

Figure 6.1. Design for Proportion Experiment, at Two Densities (w = l
and -1) of Crop B, Shows One Replicate.
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AO _ -— — —

Yl - yl__ — 3(y3__ — yZ„_)

A0
Z-

.— — —

YZ — vZ__ — 3(y3__ -
yl__)

/-O _
- ..

-Ylg ' löyg., ' l2(Yl.. + V2.,)

Al — "* " *' *° *Y1 ' l/2(y1l• ' Yl2‘) “" 3/2(y2l· + y32· ' y22• ' V31·)

21 =8<5 -5 >+<•<5 +5 -5 -5 >12 31- 32• 12- 22· 11· 21·

where yijk is the observed LER at the ith proportion level,
jth density

of crop B in the
kuh replicate (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2; and k = 1, 2,

..., r).

1 1
We can test the hypotheses; Yl = O and Ylz = 0 in the usual way

to see if proportion levels are different at the two densities of crop

B. If each crop is grown at two different densities, the density come

binations can be arranged in a systematic manner with the main plots

(proportion levels) in order to avoid the use of too many guard rows,

as shown in Figure 6.2.
”

The model for the experiment is written in terms of the observed

LER values as
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wl = -1 wl = 1

wl = -1 wl = 1
wz = 1

wz = 1 wz = 1 _

wl = -1 wl = l
w = -12 w = -1 w = -1

4,
2 2

Figure 6.2. Systematic Arrangement of Densities Within a Main Plot
(Proportion Level), [wl denote density of A, wz density of B]. ·
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_ 0 O O 1 1y Y2Z2 \) + Y]-Zlwl + Y2Z2wl

1 2 2 2+ Yl2ZlZ2w1 + Y1Z1"’2 + Y2Z2"’2 "’ Yl2Z1Z2W2

+
yl2Z Z w w + 6 V (6 15)12 1 2 1 2 '

where v and 6 are as defined for model (6.14).

The O · L • S technique can be used to obtain the estimated equa-

tion. Using the Lagrangean technique outlined earlier, the best pro-

portions of Z1 and Z2 can be found at each density combination.

The purpose of this chapter was merely to show how the proportion

problem can be put into the general mixture framework, and to point out

some of the difficulties encountered, e.g. different inter—row spacings -

(when neighboring rows are of the same crop and when they are of dif-

ferent crops). There is much scope for further research along these

lines.



VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

7.l Sumary of Results

Methods of design and analysis of experiments in sole crops are

well established. However, in intercropping which involves the growing

of two or more crops together, research is still in its infancy. There-

fore any investigation in intercropping will involve several aspects or

factors each with a large number of levels. For example density trials

with p levels of density for each of the two crops will result in
p2

'treatments'. Similarly a varietal trial with v varieties for each of

the two crops, will involve
vz varietal combinations. If these two

factors were to be investigated together we end up with
p2

·
vz 'treat—

ment' combinations. Matters will get worse if we were to consider more

than two crops. The present study deals exclusively with a two—crop

intercropping mixture. However, most of what is covered can be extended

to more than two crops, but it may be impractical to consider more than

three crops in the mixture.

The present study deals with designs in intercropping mainly from

a practical point of view. Although it is theoretically possible to

design experiments with many factors at different levels, it will be

practically impossible to lay it out in the field, due to the large

number of treatment combinations. The strategy that we use, is to

first carry out preliminary trials separately for each factor or cer-

tain factor combinations involving an adequate nuber of levels. Using

the results of the preliminary trials we isolate a few levels for

98
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each factor, which can then be used in factorial combinations in future

experimentation.

The factors considered in this study are

l. Densities:

(i) Intra—row densities for crops A and B

(ii) Inter—row densities

Z. Varieties

· 3. Environments

4. Mixture proportions.

As mentioned earlier, to investigate all factors simultaneously, al-

though statistically desirable, is practically impossible. Even the

investigation of just one factor at a time may lead to large experiments,

i.e. requiring large areas of land. One of the objectives of this study

has therefore been to suggest reasonable reductions in the size of the

experiments.

The only way that density trials can be carried out is in the

form of systematic designs. To study intra-row and inter—row densities

we develop a new 3-way systematic design (Chapter 3). Using different

harvest areas in the design, we are able to make comparisons between

different intra-row densities of each crop and also between different

inter—row densities.

In Chapter 4, we outline a strategy for carrying out a series of

experiments. Therein we consider density trials first, and suggest that
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a few density combinations (chosen from the results of the density trial)

be used in conjunction with the varietal screening procedure. In the '

final stage a few selected varieties can be grown at their optimum

densities for stability analysis. This sequence of experimentation can

be changed by the investigator depending on his preferences, For in-

stance he may want to do the varietal screening procedure first, and

then study the density variables using a few varieties.
I

For varietal trials (Chapter 4), the model is written in terms

of general and specific mixing effects. Design of experiments with

varieties and a few density combinations, takes into account the prac-

tical aspects of field layout. In order to reduce the size of the ex-

periment, some varietal combinations were omitted from the experiment.

An explicit method based on an analogy with BIB and PBIB designs, for

choosing the varietal combinations to be tested is discussed. In this

case, in order to estimate the general mixing effects (g · m · e),

the specific mixing effects (s · m · e) are assumed to be either negli-

gible or random. The selection of varieties for further study is based

on their g · m · e's, the idea being that varieties with good (i.e.

large) g · m · e will give rise to reasonable i.e. good yielding combin-

ations. One must realize, however, that due to the nature of the design

one may miss extremely good combinations. An incomplete strip plot design

given at the end of Chapter 4, is useful in keeping the block size small.

Investigation of the factor "environment" is not an investigation

about which environments to use but rather an investigation of the sta-

bility of varietal combinations i.e. intercropping systems. Not only
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is it important to assess the stability of the combination as such,

but we need also to learn about the contribution of the crop A and

crop B varieties, singly and combined. We extend (Chapter S) the re-

gression approach for monocrops to intercropping systems and develop

various stability measures useful for explaining overall stability.

A method for assessing the contribution of the individual crops to

the overall stability of the mixture is also developed.

Design of experiments that involve different proportions of the

two crops is discussed in Chapter 6. It is shown how the best propor-

tion problem in intercropping can be put into the framework of the gen-

eral mixture problem. Design of experiments with different proportions

at different densities and the field layout for such an experiment is

given.

For all the above experiments the measure of combined yield that

we use is the Land equivalent ratio (LER). In Chapter 2, we discuss

the various indices of combined yield, and argue that the LER is the

most useful index of combined yield. Problems of standardization of

the LER are considered and it is shown that LER based on a single

standardization (i.e. single pair of divisors for the LER equation) ~

can be analyzed using normal theory methods. It was not possible to

obtain an explicit expression for the density of LER, when random di-

visors are used.

In the foregoing chapters, we use different types of models,

suited for finding answers to the different problems in intercropping.

For yield density trials we use the regression model for purposes of
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finding the optimal intra—row and inter—row spacings. In variety trials

we consider the usual ANOVA model and for stability studies the usual

ANOVA model is exploited (by partitioning the interaction terms into a

linear component and deviations from the linear component) to obtain .

stability measures. For studies on mixture proportions, canonical

polynomials are made use of due to the dependence of the proportions

(i.e. since Z1 + Z2 = 1). Other types of models are possible, but

they have to be structured to answer specific questions.

7.2 Areas for Future Research

The methods of design and analysis considered here were for two-

crop mixtures. Future research will involve extension of these methods

for a general n-crop mixture. This will necessitate having large ex-

periments. It may not be even practical to consider more than three

crops in the mixture. A yield density trial for a three—crop mixture

· will involve five spacing variables, namely two inter-row spacing vari-

ables and three intra—row spacing variables. Can we then come up with

a systematic design in which all these five factors vary independently?

The yield density function will also be more complicated.

Another interesting area with three-crop mixtures will be in the

selection of varietal combinations to be tested. Can we find an explicit

method for doing such a selection? Once the combinations are selectedg

how does one lay them out in the field? Answering these questions

offer a considerable challenge to statisticians both to show how the

advances in statistical knowledge of experimental design and analysis
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can be used to improve the efficiency of intercropping experiments and

to develop new methods for the special requirements of experiments with

more than one crop.

Even for two—crop mixtures there are further questions that need

V

to be answered. Can we find an explicit expression for the distribution
·

of LER, when the divisors in the LER equation are random? Are there
„

other approaches to measure stability in intercrops? One possible ap-

proach is to consider minimizing risk to the farmer (in monetary terms).

However, the detailed definition of risk for multiple crops needs much

careful thought.

In Chapter 3, the use of systematic designs were discussed and

for more than two crops, it seems that they will become increasingly

useful in reducing the area wasted to discard rows. Therefore, an

assessment of the practical and theoretical advantages of systematic

designs is needed in the future. More work is also needed in the area

of yield—density functions for multiple crops.
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